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THE TOWN OF HUDSON
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the Tov/n of Hudson in the
County of Hillsborough in said State, qualified to vote in
Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Dr. H. O. Smith School
Auditorium in said Hudson on Tuesday the 8th of March next to
elect Town Officers for the ensuing year by ballot for which pur-
pose the polls will open at 10:00 A. M. and close at 8:00 P. M., and
to act upon the following subjects at 7 o'clock in the evening
:
1. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray
Town charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations of the
same.
2. To see if the Town will vote to accept numerous bequests as
Trust Funds, the income to be used for the perpetual care of the
various cemetery lots.
3. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the selectmen to
pledge the credit of the Town in anticipation of taxes.
4. To see if the Town will vote to authorize and empower the
Selectmen to sell and convey any and all real estate acquired by the
Town for unpaid taxes.
5. To see if the Town will vote to amend Article I, Section 3
of the Zoning Ordinance by striking out the second paragraph and
inserting in place thereof the following new paragraph:
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"Beginning at the intersection of the southerly line of River-
side Avenue and the westerly line of the Lowell Road; thence run-
ning ( 1 ) westerly by the southerly line of Riverside Avenue three
hundred feet; thence (2) southerly parallel with the westerly line of
Lowell Road and three hundred feet distant therefrom to a point
one hundred feet northerly from an abandoned street in the Elm-
hurst Sub-division known as Brenton Street; thence, (3) easterly
parallel with said Brenton Street and one hundred feet distant there-
from for one hundred fifty feet; thence, (4) southerly at right angles
to the center of the abandoned Brenton Street; thence, (5) easterly
by the centerline of said Brenton Street to a point one hundred feet
westerly of the west line of Lowell Road; thence, (6) southerly par-
allel with said Lowell Road about one hundred twenty-five feet;
thence, (7) westerly parallel with said Brenton Street and one hun-
dred feet southerly therefrom about eighty (80) feet to a point;
thence, (8) at right angles southerly about one hundred five feet
more or less to the northerly line of Atwood Avenue; thence, (9)
northeasterly and easterly by the northerly line of Atwood Avenue to
the westerly line of the Lowell Road; thence, (10) easterly crossing
said Lowell Road and continuing in the same course to a point
three hundred feet east of the easterly line of said Lowell Road;
thence, (11) northerly parallel with and three hundred feet east of
the easterly line of said Lowell Road to a point opposite the souther-
ly line of said Riverside Avenue; thence, (12) westerly by the same
course as the southerly line of Riverside Avenue three hundred feet
to the easterly line of said Lowell Road; thence, (13) crossing said
Lowell Road to the intersection of the southerly line of Riverside
Avenue and the westerly line of the Lowell Road at the point of be-
ginning."
That portion of Zone B included between the above described
portion of Zone B is hereby classified as Zone C and added to the
existing Zone C immediately west and adjacent thereto. By petition.
6. To see if the Town will vote to amend Article V of the
present Zoning Ordinance by adding at the end thereof the follow-
ing:
1. Whenever the words "a house trailer" are used in the
above Article it shall be construed to include a mobile home.
2. No license shall be issued for a trailer court or mobile
home court by the Building Inspector, Town Health Officer or
Board of Selectmen until the same has been voted favorably




7. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning Ordin-
ance as adopted at a Special Town Meeting held June 12, 1956 and
adjourned to July 17, 1956, as follows:
Amend the last paragraph of Section 4 Article I, Establishment
of Zoning Districts, particularly relating to Zone C by striking cut
said paragraph and inserting in place thereof the following:
Zone C shall also include the following described area
:
Beginning at a point on the northerly line of Elm Avenue, said
point being one hundred (100) feet east of the easterly line of Web-
ster Street (otherwise known as Litchfield Road) ; thence running
( 1 ) easterly by the northerly line of Elm Avenue to a point fifty (50)
feet west of the west line of the New Derry Highway; thence, (2)
northerly parallel with the New Derry Highway and fifty (50) feet
therefrom to land of the Hills Farms Cemetery; thence, (3) west-
erly and northwesterly by land of the Hills Farms Cemetery to a
point in the southerly line of Derry Lane; thence, (4) southwesterly
by the southerly line of Derry Lane to a point one hundred (100)
feet east of the east line of Webster Street (otherwise known as
Litchfield Road) ; thence, (5) southerly, parallel with said Webster
Street (otherwise known as Litchfield Road) and one hundred feet
therefrom to the place of beginning. By petition.
8. To see if the Town will vote to direct the Selectmen to re-
quest the School District Officials to hold the Town Elections and
School District Elections on the same day in a manner as not to
conflict with either the Town or School District Elections as pre-
scribed by the laws governing both the Town and School District
Elections. By petition.
9. To see if the Town will vote to establish the Office of Over-
seer of the Poor as an elective office on the same ballot used to elect
other Town Officers in March of each year, as prescribed by law.
The compensation of the Overseer of the Poor shall be the same as
presently divided amongst the Board of Selectmen. This procedure
is to remain in effect until rescinded by a vote at a future annual
Town Meeting. By petition.
10. To see if the Town will vote to tape record all Annual and
Special Town Meetings of the Town and to keep this tape recording
on file at the Town Clerk's Office for future referenec by any voter
of the Town. This procedure to be in effect until rescinded by a
vote at a future Annual Town Meeting. By petition.
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11. To see if the Town will vole to direct the Board of Select-
men to submit, in article form in the next Annual Town Warrant
and all future Annual Town Warrants, all requests for additional
personnel for all departments in the Town; all requests for wage in-
creases by Town personnel; and all requests for capital expenditures
and improvements of capital expenditures in excess of $100.00. This
procedure will remain in effect until rescinded by a vote of the Town
at a future Annual Town Meeting. By petition.
12. To see if the Town will vote to direct the Selectmen to
publish a List of Assessed Valuations for all the property owners in
the Town, both resident and non-resident and paying taxes to the
Town. This listing or pamphlet will include the assessed valuations
of each piece of property of such taxpayers as of April 1 of the year
in which the list is issued, beginning with April 1, 1960 and every
April 1 every three years thereafter and such list to be available to
the voters of the Town at the 1961 Annual Town Meeting and every
three years thereafter at the same time as the Annual Town Report.
This article is to remain in eflfect until rescinded by a vote of the
Town at a future Annual Tow^n Meeting. By petition.
13. To see if the Town will vote to change the date of mailing
of Inventories of Taxable Property and Applications for War Serv-
ice Exemptions from March 20th to March 27th of each calendar
year. This article to remain in effect until rescinded by a vote of a
future Annual Town Meeting.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $100.00 to purchase advertising in the 1961 Guide of the
Merrimack Valley Region, or act in relation thereto.
15. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning Ordi-
nance as adopted at a Special Town Meeting held June 12, 1956
and adjourned to July 17, 1956 as follows:
1-3,
Amend Article IX, Administration, Section 3 of the Town
Zoning Ordinance by striking out the numbers 600 in the last sen-
tence of said Section and inserting in place thereof the numbers 850,
so that the section as amended shall read as follows:
Section 3. No permit, however, shall be issued unless the struc-
ture will present a reasonable appearance and will be in keeping
with the neighborhood and unless the building is to be finished on the
exterior in a permanent manner and is to be suitably painted on the
outside whenever the same is of wood or a material customarily
painted. This is intended to eliminate the erection of structures
obviously out of place for the neighborhood as judged by the prop-
erty values and neighborhood character. No permit shall be is-
sued for the construction of a dwelling unless the same has frontage
upon some street accepted by the Town or accepted by the Planning
Board. No permit shall be issued for the construction of a dwelling
unless the plans therefor provide for 850 square feet of floor space
exclusive of garage, basements and open porches. By petition.
16. To see if the Town will vote to amend Article III, sec-
tion seven of the Zoning Ordinance by adding at the end
:
(1) Use shall not include the operation of a junk yard as de-
fined in Article III, Section 2, Item F.
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise the salary of the Chief
of Police by $300.00.
18. To see if the Town will vote to hire a second regular
Police Officer and to establish the annual salary at $4,000.00 and
to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000.00 for the balance of this
year (1960).
19. To see if the Town will vote to purchase a greasing ma-
chine, air-compressor and chain saw for a sum not to exceed $900.00.
20. To see if the Town will vote to purchase a new Mack
Truck ($7,600.00), Dump Body ($1,636.00) and Snow Plow As-
sembly ($4,150.00) for a sum not to exceed $13,400.00. $3,400.00
to be raised this year and the balance to be paid for in three serial
notes of $3,333.33, to be paid in 1961, 1962 and 1963.
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21. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve
Fund for the purchase of a new Fire Truck Pumper and to raise
$3,000.00 this year and each succeeding year until the Truck is
voted to be purchased at a Town Meeting.
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $500.00 for the purpose of procuring three Tax Maps with
Index Cards.
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise the salary of the
Selectmen's Secretary from $1.25 per hour to $1.50 per hour.
24. To see if the Town will vote to install an Interceptor Sew-
er Line on Library Street from Council Street through Ferry Street
and raise and appropriate a sum of $8,000.00 for installation of
same.
Given under our hands and seal this 15th day of February in
the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and sixty.
THOMAS J. CLAVEAU
ROBERT C. LYNCH
FRANK A. NUTTING, JR.
Selectmen of Hudson, N. H.
A true copy of Warrant—Attest:
THOMAS J. CLAVEAU
ROBERT C. LYNCH
FRANK A. NUTTING, JR.
Selectmen of Hudson, N. H.
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ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES
Estimated Actual Estimated
Revenue Revenue Revenue
SOURCES OF REVENUE Previous Previous Ensuing
Year Year Year
1959 1959 1960
Interest and Dividends Tax $. 1,400.00 $ 943.08 $ 950.00
Railroad Tax 200.00 168.54 1 70.00
Savings Bank Tax 125.00 101.93 100.00
Head Tax Commissions 1.300.00 1,257.50 1.300.00
Dog Licenses 900.00 829.50 850.00
Business Licenses, Permits
and Filing Fees 350.00 525.00 500.00
Interest Received on Taxes
and Deposits 2,000.00 1,890.64 1.900.00
Income of Departments 1,600,00 3,059.98 2,500.00
Income of Sewers 3,050.00 3,050.00 2,491.66
Road Toll Refund 1,400.00 1.271.69 1,300.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 22,500.00 24.985.31 25,000.00
Sale of Town Property 500.00 833.02 800.00
Library 100.00
Poll Taxes—Regular @ $2 3,800.00 3,764.00 3,800.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 10.00
Yield Taxes 4,200.00 3,530.95 1,500.00
Added Taxes 411.14
TOTAL FROM ALL SOURCES
EXCEPT PROPERTY TAXES
AMOUNT TO BE RAISED
BY PROP. TAXES
(EXCLUSIVE OF COUNTY &
SCHOOL TAXES)
TOTAL REVENUES




l>ni>Dr»crc rw Appropriations Actual Appropriations
Jr Ulvr IJoll/O \Jt Previous Expenditures Recommended by
EXPENDITURES Vear Previous Year Budget Committee
1959 1959 1960
CURRENT MAINTENANCE EXPENSES:
Town Officers' Salaries $ 5,450.00 $ 5,450.00 $ 5,450.00
Town Officers' Expenses 8,600.00 9,594.23 10,700.00
Election and Registration Expenses 525.00 464.73 1,290.00
Police Department 15,205.00 17,413.84 18,547.00
Fire Department 11,500.00 10,641.17 13.500.00
Insurance, Blue Cross, Blue Shield 480.00 505.05 550.00
Ambulance Service 1,200.00 1,313.00 1,500.00
Damage by Dogs 500.00 391.78 400.00
Vital Statistics 200.00 209.50 200.00
Sewer Maintenance 880.00 1,431.67 2,300.00
Removal, Health 1,800.00 2.087.25 2,200.00
Street Lighting 5,900.00 5,947.46 6.200.00
Expenses of Highway Department 59.810.00 65,730.69 66,000.00
Town Road Aid 4,863.74 4,909.74 6,394.86
Libraries 3.160.00 3,160.00 3,506.14
Town Poor 8,500.00 8.561.33 10,000.00
Old Age Assistance 4,800.00 4,259.09 4.600.00
Memorial Day 75.00 55.90 75.00
Aid to Soldiers and Their Families 800.00 720.95 800.00
Recreation Committee 1,650.00 1,359.74 1,329.00
Parks and Playgrounds, Alvirne Field 2,695.00 1,762.95 1.680.00
Hydrant Rental 15,205.00 15.447.12 16,400.00
Cemeteries 62.00 56.00 50.00
Unemployment Assistance 2,500.00 2.685.25 2,500.00
Damages and Legal Expenses 600.00 1,339.89 2,000.00
Employees' Retirement and
Social Security & Pensions 2,995.00 3.435.72 3,500.00
On Temporary Loans 2,600.00 1.840.0J 2,000.00
On Bonded Debt 2,732.50 2,732.50 2,562.50
On Long Term Notes 210.00 284.00
Town Construction 3,450.00 1,210.00 3.435.00
Sewer Construction 100.00
*New Equipment 6,300.00 3.029.61 2.710.00
Bonds 7,000.00 7,000.00 7.000.00
Long Term Notes 7,100.00 7.100.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $189,348.24 $192,130.16 $199,479.50
*Appropriations Submitted Without Recommendation of
Budget Committee, 1960 — $3,400.00
LAURENT S. BRAULT HERBERT W. CANFIELD
LIONEL R. BOUCHER PAUL E. LECLAIR
HERBERT McCARTHY DAVID CARROLL
ROBERT C. LYNCH RALPH C. McK.AY




STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND TAXES
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Less: Estimated Revenues and Credits:
Interest on Taxes $ 2,000.00
Interest and Dividends Tax 943.08
Railroad Tax 168.54
Savings Bank Tax 101.93
Revenue from Yield Tax Sources 900.00
Dog Licenses 900.00
Business Licences and Permits 350.00
Rent of Town Property and Equipment 1,600.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 22,500.00
Sale of Tax Deeded Property 700.00
Head Tax 1,300.00
Sewer 3,050.00




Net Amount to be raised by Taxation $454,712.01
Less:
Poll Taxes at $2.00 3,948.00 —3,958.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 10.00
Amount to be raised by property taxes on
which Tax Rate is figured $450,754.01
Taxes Committed to Tax Collector:
Property Tax $450,754.01
Poll Tax 3,948.00
National Bank Stock Taxes ' 10.00
Total Taxes to be Committed $454,712.01
Approved Tax Rate $6.74 per hundred
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SUMMARY OF VALUATIONS
Lands and Buildings $6,276,475.00
Electric Plants 613,800.00
House Trailers Used as Dwellings—26 49,400.00
Petroleum and Gas Transmission Lines 52,000.00
Stock in Trade 99,075.00
Boats and Launches 6,750.00









Gasoline Pumps and Tanks 2,800.00
Road Building, Construction Machinery 13,250.00
Portable Mills 300.00
Wood, Lumber, etc. 8,100.00
Golf Course, Miniature 1,500.00
TOTAL VALUATION $7,169,045.00
Less : Veterans' Exemptions &
Exemptions to Blind 481,300.00
NET VALUATION $6,687,745.00
Amount of property valuation exempted to veterans 481,300.00
Number of inventories distributed 1,645
Number of inventories returned 1,485
Number of veterans who received property exemption 460






Road Agent's Payroll Account 1,791.80
Police Chief's Payroll Account 794.85
Capital Reserve Funds
General Sewer Project 14,651.90
$ 22,362.61
14,651.90
Accounts Due to the Town
Sewer Entrance Fees— 1954 Project 780.00
Sewer Entrance Fees—School, Oakwood and
Third Streets 260.00
Sewer Construction—School, Oakwood and
Third Streets 2,100.69
Sewer Construction—Bond Street and
Lowell Road 60,424.83
Unredeemed Taxes
Levy of 1958 3,555.32




Levy of 1959—Property and Sewer Taxes 96,156.38
Levy of 1959—Poll Taxes 1,210.00
Levy of 1959—Head Taxes 4,275.00













Fire Station Bonds 26,000.00





Net Debt 1959 $100,280.08
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Balance Due 26 @ $1,000.00
Matures 1972











Date Esti- Estimated place-
Pur- Net mated Replacement ment
chased Amount Life Cost Year
HIGHWAY
Mack, E M 1947 $ 6,310.00 10 years $ 7,200.00 1958
Mack, E Q 1947 6,745.00 14 years 6,800.00 1961
Mack, AUOX 1952 5,846.60 10 years 8,000.00 1962
"Cat" Grader 1953 15,500.00 15 years 1968
I. P. Compressor 1954 5,050.56 15 years
Mack 1956 6,604.00 10 years 8,500.00 1966
Hough Loader 1957 12,499.00 6 years 15,000.00 1963
Chevrolet Pick-up 1959 1,729.11 5 years 2,000.00 1965
FIRE
Chevrolet Utility 1933 500.00* 25 years 3,500.00 1958
Am. LaFrance Pumper 1941 4,500.00 20 years 16,500.00 1961
Am. LaFrance Pumper 1946 6,369.00 20 years 19,000.00 1966
Chev. Tanker 1948 2,161.60 15 years 6,500.00 1963
Ford Brush 1951 3,500.69 20 years 1971
Dodge Tank Truck 1957 125.00
POLICE






1. Construction Previous Years $100,458.79
Services 1959 84.00
Total thru 1959 $100,542.79
Bonds Previous Years $ 3,000.00
Bonds 1959 1,500.00
Total Bonds thru 1959 $ 4,500.00
Interest Previous Years $ 3,966.64
Interest 1959 991.66
Total Interest thru 1959 $ 4,958.30
Total Expended thru 1959 $110,001.09
Received
1. Taxes and Bond Issue Previous Years $ 96,671.51
Taxes 1959 4,065.48
Total Taxes and Bonds thru 1959 $100,736.99
2. Services Previous Years $ 21,383.50
Services 1959 2,260.00
Total Services thru 1959 $ 23,643.50
3. Pipe Previous Years $ 272.50
Pipe 1959
Total Pipe thru 1959 $ 272.50
Total Received thru 1959 $124,652.99
Balance on Hand, December 31, 1959 14,651.90
Amount Due on Entrances, December 31, 1959 780.00
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School, Oakwood & Third Streets Sewer
Expended









Total Expended thru 1959
Received





Total Services thru 1959
2. Taxes 1959 $ 183.57
664.00
Total Taxes thru 1959
[, 1959
183.57
Total Received thru 1959
Balance Due Town, December 31,








A. & P. Market $ 60.00
Abbott, Roland W., Ins. 1,016.58
American LaFrance Corp. 364.29
Avery, Roy P. 496.00
Backus, Richard A., M.D. 125.00
Baker, John E., Ins. 180.00
Banner Photo Service 134.70
Beddars Construction Co. 105.41
Bednar, John M. 53.30
Berecz, Stephen, Co., Inc. 222.75
Bergeron's, Inc. 57.45
Blackey, Vernila, Mrs. 850.04
Bob's Trucking 287.00
Boucher, Roger L., Postmaster 158.20
Boucher, Roger M. 75.00
Brach Mfg. Corp. 56.37
Bresnahan, Viola, Mrs. 960.00
Brown & Saltmarsh, Inc. 51.03
Caron's Oil Service 242.04
Claveau Motors, Inc. 613.35
Condon, John, Corp. 1,820.30
Corriveau, Donat, Reg. 236.36
Cote, Arthur, Mrs. 129.31
County Commissioner's Office 155.19
Cross, Roy H. 209.00
Dahar, Victor W., Atty. 95.15
Daw, H., & Co. 2,836.52
Desmarais Nursing Home 480.00
Donovan Spring Equipment Co. 51.62
Dorr, Winfield 85.00
Draper Fuel Oil Co., Inc. 79.20
Drown Tree Service 340.00
Eddie's Super Market 711.64
Farwell Funeral Service 150.00
French Insurance Agency 2,546.13
Fuller's Fuel Oil Service 3,123.37
Gamewell Co. 119.80
Gate City Fence Co. 185.15
Glance, Clara 83.60
Goodwin & King 97.95
Goulet Printing Co. 329.00
Groves Ford Sales 1,255.00
Guertin & Widener, Attys. 240.00
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Hazelton, R. C, Co. ^ " 2.131.40
Hilco Supply, Inc. ' 3,077.13
Hillsboro County Home 1,853.83
HirschBros. 11,958.07
Hudson Auto Body Shop 173.50
Hudson Pharmacy, Inc. 130.09
Hudson Super Market 327.00
Hudson Water Co. 15,520.12
Hume Pipe of New England, Inc. 508.26
International Salt Co. 2,756.33
Jankauskas, Joseph J. * 1,014.25
Jasper Poultry Farms 156.60
Kashulines, Arthur J. 189.81
Kelley's Answering Service 229.00
Kennedy's Trucking 60.00
King, Sanford 900.00
Koppers Co., Inc. 10,799.06
Labrie, Eddie F., Inc. 70.40
Lapan, Samuel 196.40
Law & Ingham Transportation Co., Inc. 52.83
Leaor, Maurice R. 72.00
LeBaron, R. W., Inc. 54.70
Levesque, Etienne 64.10
Levesque, Robert P. 255.50
Lewellyn, R. H., Co. Inc. 65.63
Lorden Lumber Co. 61.45
Mack Trucks, Inc. 1,688.59
MacLeod Co. 160.47
MacMulkin Chevrolet, Inc. 1,725.11
Manning, H. A. 330.00
Marvel, Maurice C. 290.00
Maxfield Press 1,250.40
McDermott, J. F., Co., Inc. 57.94
Michaclonis Funeral Home 100.00
Mingolla Machinery Co. 157.61
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. 144.07
Miro-Flex Co., Inc. 127.59
Montgomery Ward Co. 74.04
Moore's General Store 298.00
Morris, Philip, & Co. 272.77
Motor Service & Supply Co. 417.32
Motorola C. & E., Inc. 215.35
Nashua Battery Shop 52.72
Nashua, City of, Police Dept. 1,313.00
Nashua Foundries, Inc. 1,248.65
30
Nashua N. H. Foundation 305.76
Nashua Sand & Gravel Corp. 253.80
Nashua Welding Co. 425.25
Nelson, Winer & Lynch, Attys. 838.34
New England Metal Weatherstrip Co. 100.00
New England Tel. & Tel. Co. 1,415.42
N. H. Catholic Charities, Inc. 82.96
N. H. Explosives & Machinery Co. 358.83
N. H. State Firemen's Association 58.00
Osgood Co. 210.67
Palesolite, Sterie 197.50
Palmer Spring Co. 90.79
Pelletier, Roland E. 106.25
Phaneuf Press, The 536.01
Polak, Andrew 403.15
Portland Stone Ware Co. 876.30
Poulin Machine & Tool Co., Inc. 230.75
Proctor, Gerald E. 85.50
Producers' Dairy, Inc. 64.22
Public Service Co., of New Hampshire 7,189.04
Raudonis, Alphonse J., Atty. 68.55
Ray Road Equipment Co. 68.88
Retelle, Edward A. 108.20
Rila Concrete Products 6,144.00
Robinson Clay Product Co. 4,669.86
Rowell & Miller 15,755.95





Simplex Wire & Cable Co. 262.92
Smith, Harrison E., Atty. 324.19
Socony Mobil Oil Co. 6,107.06
Spaulding, Ned 3,426.73
Telegraph Publishing Co. 444.70
Thompson, Malvern J. 84.79
Tiny's Garage 785.69
Twentieth Century Stores 886.37
Webb, F. W., Co., Inc. 143.89
West, Charles 226.20
Wingate's Drug Store 57.01
Wirthmore Stores 660.30
Young, Oscar 4,479.00





























Fire Department $ 150.00
Supervisor of Check List 50.00
Tax Collector Salary 3,400.00
Motor Vehicle Fees 1,758.00
Head Tax Commission 409.95
Vital Statistics Fees 209.50
Town Clerk Salary 100.00
Dog License Fees 71.20
Highway Department 664.33
Sewer Construction 117.60




















Special Police Duty 198.13
Police Duty at Polls 6.25
Special Police Duty 920.64
Police Duty at Polls 5.49
Special Police Duty 84.50
Police Duty at Tax
Collector's Office 15.00






Fuller, Blanche C. iown Treasurer Salary 250.00
Ballot Clerk 14.50
Fuller, George A. Fire Department 200.00
Fuller, Walter W. Fire Department 150.00
Gagnon, Leo J. Special Police Duty 70.01
Gallagher, Christopher F. Fire Department 150.00
Supervisor of Check List 50.00
Assist. State Tax Comm.
Represent. 50.00
Hale, June C. Assistant Librarian 50.50
Hammond, Gertrude B, Clerical Work 2,378.75
Ballot Clerk 14.50
Hills, Harland S. Highway Department 2,551.18
Howard, Leland E. Fire Department 150.00
Johnson, Paul O. Alvirne Field Supervisor 750.00
Joy, Laura J. Librarian 797.50
Karos, Michael Special Police Duty 93.00
Police Duty at Polls 6.25
Lavallee, W. Roland Sewer Construction 431.51
Lavoie, Augustin N. Sewer Construction 872.82
Leaor, Carl E. Agent, Highway Dept. 5,289.90
Sewer Construction 77.15
Leaor, Edward G. Highway Department 4,130.54
Sewer Construction 318.85
Leaor, Maurice R. Highway Department 105.02
Sewer Construction 3.20
Levesque, Maurice J. Supervisor of Check List 50.00
Lindsay, A. Charles Special Police Duty 361.25
Traffic Duty Sewer Project 8.75
Police Duty Tax
Collector's Office 2.50
Lynch, Robert C. Selectman 400.00
Overseer of Poor 50.00
Marshall, Lewis R. Library Custodian 570.00
Special Police Duty 11.25
McCoy, Elgin L. Memorial Day 55.90
McCoy, Ernest E. Trustee of Trust Funds 150.00
McLavey, Elmer R. Fire Depai'tment 150.00
Morin, Romeo H. Fire Department 150.00
Morse, Raymond F. Fire Department 150.00
Naro, Henry L., Jr. Special Police Duty 84.38
Traffic Duty Sewer Project 21.25
Nutting, Frank A., Jr. Selectman 400.00
Fire Department 150.00
Overseer of Poor 50.00






Rogers, George A., Jr.
Rowell, Clifton H.
Scott, Verian J.


































Special Police Duty 19.05
Police Duty at Polls 6.25
Traffic Duty at Sewer Project 9.25
Surplus Food Distributor 50.00
Cemeteries 50.00
Traffic Duty at Sewer Proj. 323.75
Fire Department 150.00
Oil Burner Inspector 50.00
Fire Department 150.00
Special Police Duty 138.76
Police Department 3,142.52







[a) Forest and Brush Fire Pay
^b) Individuals Receiving less than $50.00
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Town of Hudson Various Purpose Bonds
Alvirne Sewer Interest Principal
$1,000.00 $1,500.00 $2,000.00 $5,000.00
1,000.00 2,500.00 1,875.00 6,000.00
1,000.00 2,500.00 1,725.00 6,000.00
1,000.00 2,500.00 1,575.00 6,000.00
1,000.00 5,000.00 1,425.00 6,000.00
1,000.00 5,000.00 1,275.00 6,000.00
1,000.00 5,000.00 1,125.00 6,000.00
1,000.00 6,000.00 975.00 7,000.00
1.000.00 6,000.00 800.00 7,000.00
1.000.00 6,000.00 625.00 7,000.00
1,000.00 6,000.00 450.00 7,000.00
1.000.00 6,000.00 275.00 7,000.00
LOOO.OO 3,500.00 100.00 4,000.00
These bonds, numbered 1 to 105 inclusive, are issued in serial form,
5 of which become due on Sept. 1, 1955 to 1960, inclusive, 6 of
which become due on Sept. 1, 1961 to 1966 inclusive, and 7 of
which become due on Sept. 1, 1967 to 1971 inclusive and 4 of
















This is to certify that information contained in these reports





FRANK A. NUTTING, Jr.
Selectmen of Hudson
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REPORT OF THE TAX COLLECTOR
Total Property, Sewer, Bank Stock and Yield Tax
plus additions committed to Collector, 1959 $458,257.63




1959 Property, Bank Stock &
Yield Taxes 356,019.86
1959 Sewer Taxes 3,375.08 359,394.94
1959 Poll Taxes Collected 2,716.00
1959 Head Taxes Collected 9,375.00
1959 Head Tax Penalties Collected 38.50
1958 Head Taxes Collected 3,865.00
1958 Head Tax Penalties Collected 386.50
Property, Sewer, Yield and Poll Taxes
Previous Years Collected 63,647.12
Interest on Taxes:
Before Tax Sale 1,191.76
After Tax Sale 140.80
Tax Sales Redeemed 6,585.70
Total Remitted to Treasurer $447,341.32
UNCOLLECTED TAXES
AS PER TAX COLLECTOR'S RECORD
1959 Property, Sewer and Yield Taxes $ 96,156.38
1959 Poll Taxes (Less Abatements) 1,210.00
1959 Head Taxes (Less Abatements) 4,275.00
1958 Yield Taxes 7.68
1958 Unredeemed Taxes 3,555.32
1957 Unredeemed Taxes 1,248.04
Total Uncollected and Unredeemed Taxes as of




REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
Motor Vehicle Permits
1958—154351 - 154400
154401 - 154439 $ 270.45
1959—151750- 154500
386651 - 386700 24,714.86
Dog Licenses
1958—373 - 375 3.50
1959—1 - 356 826.00
Filing Fees 6.00
Junk Licenses 35.00
Total Receipts $ 25,855.81





REPORT OF THE TREASURER
Receipts
Received from:
State of New Hampshire
Boston and Maine Railroad Tax for 1958 $ 168.54
Interest and Dividends Tax 943.08
Savings Bank Tax for 1959 101.93
Head Tax Reimbursement 123.17
Head Tax Refund 13.00
Old Age Assistance Recovery 195.99
Reimbursement from Department of Public Welfare 40.00
Reimbursement for Veteran's funeral expense 100.00
Sewer entry fees 3,674.00
Close account at Nashua Trust Company 2,154.15
Fire and Police Department Credits 95.76
Highway Department Credits 1,863.12
Police Department Credits 34.98
Fire Department Credits 84.76
Stop Payment on check 200.00
Insurance—damage to Police car 613.35
Insurance—return premium due to audit 53.55
Reimbursement for sale of First Aid Equipment 40.00
Insurance reimbursement for accident 122.85
Reimbursement for medical payments 13.00
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Reimbursement for telephone call 20.25
Insurance—fire in Library boiler 181.49
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Payments 45.05
Social Security Payments 70.94
Ambulance fee recovery 65.00
Reimbursement—care of minor child 340.00
Tax Deeded Property 833.02








Town Clerk's Remittances 25,855.81
Poll Taxes— 1959 2,716.00
Head Taxes— 1959 9,375.00
Property Taxes— 1959 354,716.02
Head Tax Penalties—1959 38.50
Sewer Tax— 1959 3,375.08
Yield Tax— 1959 1,303.84
Interest— 1959 1.68
Poll Taxes— 1958 1,048.00
Property Taxes—1958 68,336.38
Sewer Taxes— 1958 873.97
Interest— 1958 1.888.96
Head Taxes— 1958 3,870.00
Head Tax Penalties— 1958 387.00
Yield Tax—1958 2,227.11
Redemptions—1956 585.81




Cash on Hand January 1, 1959 54,759.93
$748,350.27
Payments
See Selectmen's Report $728,574.31





STATEMENT OF TRUST FUNDS
INVESTMENTS, INCOME AND EXPENDITURES
TOWN OF HUDSON, N. H.
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1959
U. S. Treasury Bond










Balance Income Expended Balance
1/1/59 During Year During Year 12/31/39
Perpetual Care $3,291.69 $1,398.87 $ 530.16 $4,160.40
Welfare Fund 1,151.33 160.25 .70 1,311.38
Library Fund 144.68 154.65 144.68 154.65
School Fund 23.70 18.38 42.08
Care of Common 30.89 2.76 33.65






To deposit in Nashua Trust Co., Savings Department $ 3,771.77
To Savings Certificate, Nashua Trust Company 1,500.00
To interest on Savings Certificate, Nashua Trust Co. . 46.69
To interest on Savings Account 112.68
To receipts from Trustees of Trust Funds 134.34
$ 5,565.48
Cr.
By payments to Alton Drown $ 133.50
By payments to Hirsch Brothers 84.00
By interest on Savings Certificate 46.69
By Savings Certificate 1,500.00








The year of 1959 has finally closed and with its closing have
gone many trying problems and many accomplishments. It has,
without a doubt, been the most time-consuming year for every
branch of Town Government. Space allows for only a brief summary
of major points. The Highway Department completed most of the
projects assigned to it, as well as some work which had been hanging
fire, despite considerable sick leave, loss of the use of equipment due
to major breakdown and the transfer of Merrill Carter, the last few
months, to the Sewer Project. Under the T. R. A. Fund the Robin-
son Road was completed and Derry Lane, Musquash Road, Clement
Road and the West Windham Road were improved. Salt is now
being purchased in twenty-ton lots delivered to our shed. This is at
considerable saving in man hours and equipment time, beyond the
decrease in the price of the salt itself. Considerable increase in road
mileage, both on main roads and new developments, leads us to
recommend that serious consideration be given to the purchase of a
new truck and plow. You are probably well aware that two of the
trucks are now thirteen years old.
The Police Department has had its problems. An accident put
the cruiser out of service for some time and the officers had to use
their own cars. Fortunately, they were both radio equipped at that
time, but in the coming year those two sets will not be useable due
to F. C. C. regulations. We are asking for one new set by outright
purchase or two sets through F.C.D.A, if we can get approval. The
Benson Animal Farm robbery has proven to be a long, tiring and
time-consuming effort which, it is hoped, will be solved in 1960. The
loss of Sgt. Thompson to private industry was another misfortune, as
he had been with us for four years. He was well liked and respected
by all and will be missed for some time to come.
The Fire Department has had the most active year in its his-
tory, which can be seen from the Chief's report. Yet, it has operated
well within its budget. (Our thanks to them.) Emergency resus-
citator calls are on the increase. The resuscitator, one of two given
the Town by the Lions Club, has more than proved its worth both
at fires and in private homes. It has, without a doubt, saved at least
two lives. The Chief, with the men under his direction, has done
much for fire prevention in homes and public buildings. There have
been many checks and drills at the schools, both public and private,
to help assure the safety of our children.
In our own office, we had many unusual problems which ab-
sorbed much time:
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Bids were put out for the purchase of a PoHce Cruiser and a
Pickup Truck for the Highway Department. The bids were all re-
jected and personal contacts had to be made. We finally purchased
a Ford Cruiser from Stuart Groves and a Chevrolet Pickup Truck
from Nashua. By combining the two purchases, the New Equipment
Budget was balanced.
Tax Anticipation bids were put out and after careful study, the
account was given to the Indian Head National Bank, which re-
sulted in quite a saving. We plan to follow this procedure in 1960.
The Lowell Road Sewer Project was studied with the commit-
tee of George Provencial, Frank Sprague and William Roberts and
was put out to bid. The award was given to the low bidder, but
had to be withdrawn due to the serious illness of the contractor. It
was then decided to do the job ourselves rather than wait until I960,
as prices seem to be on the increase and it was felt that the sewer was
needed badly by many homes. We should like to extend our thanks
to the men on the above committee for their time and efforts.
Through the cooperation of Carl Leaor, the Road Agent, Mer-
rill Carter was taken from the Highway Department and put in
charge of the general construction with a unit from Oscar Young
and a unit and crew from Hirsch Bros. The largest part of the pro-
ject was completed before cold weather set in, despite problems with
traffic, cave-ins, rain and ledge.
Also on the sewer front, a petition was presented to us for sewer
in the Bond and Blackstone Streets area. Approval was given by the
court to hold a Special Meeting. The project was approved by the
Budget Committee and voters and was promptly completed. It is
now serving many new homes in that section.
The hiring of a new police officer took many weeks of study and
investigation and was finally resolved by the hiring of Edgar Donah,
one of our Special Officers.
The problem of police protection and working conditions
should be given serious consideration by you, the voters, at the 1960
annual meeting. To have twenty-four hour coverage in the Town
and to give the Chief and Officer Donah a reasonably uniform
schedule of working hours, the department needs a second regular
officer.
A hearing to relocate Route 111 was held here, but the loca-
tion has not been definitely established as yet.
Spring and fall meetings called by the State Tax Commission
and the New Hampshire Assessors Association were attended with
valuable information obtained.
Meetings in Nashua and Concord were attended relative to a
new bridge over the Merrimack. It was looked on favorably by the
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State Legislature and the Federal Government and money was ap-
propriated for a study.
A Civil Defense drill was held on December 6th with a re-
sponse of about 200 Civil Defense workers and was very successful,
overall. It showed up both our strong points and weaknesses. We
had the pleasure of having Admiral C. A. Brinkmann, State Civil
Defense Director, Mrs. Mary Carr, Hillsborough County Director
and Omer Berube, Director of Nashua, present. We should like to
express our appreciation to one and all for their participation in
this work.
As a point of information, the traffic light situation didn't
prove out as well as the survey predicted. At the Ferry and Library
intersection, it is an asset to both the Fire Department and to the
school children. However, at the bridge area minor changes will
have to be made. Mr. Higgins of the Eagle Signal Company checked
over the situation and was planning to recommend a new sequence
of operation, but, due to his untimely death, this procedure was halt-
ed. A new sequence, controlled by a time clock, will be initiated
shortly, which will adjust the timing for peak and low traffic loads.
We are again fortunate in having new business and industry
make their homes here. The Arthur Ruge Associates, Inc. which
located on Elm Street in the Hudson Industrial Associate's Park, is.
by far our largest industry to date and is a distinct asset to us. We
are also fortunate in having the Nashua Woodcraft plant open in its
new building on Roosevelt Avenue. A small, but progressive busi-
ness which will grow with us. The opening of the spacious Whip-
Poor-Will Country Club gave our recreational facilities a big boost
and is the envy of many towns in the state. The Hudson Board of
Trade reorganized and is now known as the Hudson Chamber of
Commerce. To all of these, and to any which we may have missed,
our very best of wishes and our hope that they will make Hudson
their home for many years.
The Budget, which probably interests most of you, had a very
difficult year. Sick leave, sewer, repairs, gasoline and supplies in
many departments caused quite an overexpenditure. This prompted
us to ask, and receive, approval from the Budget Committee and
the State Tax Commission to exceed the budget. Unexpended a-
mounts by other departments cut the overexpenditure down to a
level where the increase in revenue more than offset this and we
ended the year with a budget surplus of close to $1,000.00 We are
also pleased that the net debt was reduced from $114,837.63 to
$100,280.08.
We wish to thank you, the Town Officers and Employees, for




REPORT OF THE BOARD FOR 1959
Land subdivision plans were presented to your committee, who
acted upon them as required by law and foimd most of them favor-
able for approval.
During the latter part of the year the City of Nashua voted to
join in Regional Planning and appointed three members to act as
their representatives, who, with the two appointed from this Town
have met and organized a Nashua-Hudson Regional Planning
Board.
This board is at present biding time to see if other towns ad-
joining the area are interested in joining and becoming active in this
project, as well as to see what may develop on the bridge, or bridges,
situation, which will certainly influence the growth of the town and
surrounding communities.
Developments of this type are slow, wherein large areas are
involved, so that all factors may be investigated before making a
recommendation that would prove wrong over a period of time.
PAUL M. BUXTON, Chairman
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POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT 1959
We have had a total of 883 days without a FATALITY IN
TOWN up to January 1st. Let's keep it going; use care, caution and
courtesy in driving.
3003 Complaints received and investigated
Property and money recovered amounted to $18,291.13
213 Accidents reported and investigated:
85 two-car—with personal injury or damage over $50.
35 one-car—with personal injury or damage over $50.
3 three-car—with personal injury or damage over $50.
1 four-car—with personal injury or damage over $50.00
89 minor accidents—damage under $50. and no injury.
60 persons were injured in the above accidents.




12 passing on curve
2 operating under the influence
4 stop sign
1 forgery
3 assault and battery on persons
1 bigamy
3 uninspected motor vehicle
1 vagabond
2 operating without a license
3 careless and negligent operation
6 grand larceny and breaking and entering
1 operation after suspension of license
1 unregistered motor vehicle
2 for allowing improper person to operate





3 to State Hospital
6 to Hillsborough County Jail
2 to Grasmere—County Farm
4 to Industrial School
We have 30 Business Establishments and these are checked at regu-
lar intervals, nightly.
289 vacant homes checked
182 street lights reported to Public Service
55 doors found unlocked
29 windows secured
9 stolen cars recovered
22 bikes recovered
39 lost children located
Assisted other Police Departments 151 times
Assisted by other Police Departments 158 times.
MISCELLANEOUS:
37 emergency runs to hospitals in cruiser
13 emergency runs in CHIEF'S PRIVATE CAR
49 emergency runs in ambulance
101 juveniles questioned and released to parents
191 suspicious persons questioned
73 abandoned cars checked on highways
244 warnings issued for minor infractions
450 bicycles registered and scotch-reflectorized tape issued for
them
109 dogs taken care of by Humane Society and Police Dept.









We marked several streets with lines and assisted the State in
marking a number of them.
In this report to you, the Townspeople, it will be noted that
there is a big increase in the work load. The number of complaints
have increased. The accidents, investigations, housebreaks and lar-
cenies all have taken a jump. We have more business establish-
ments and homes to check. More and more calls are being received
asking for information and assistance.
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One of the largest robberies in the State in a number of years
occurred in our Town. I refer to the Benson Animal Farm Robbery.
Hundreds of hours were spent and hundreds of miles were traveled
in this investigation alone. In the process of trying to solve this
vicious crime, nineteen other breaks were cleaned up, with the re-
covery of property and money, that had occurred in Hudson and sur-
rounding towns. We have had wonderful cooperation from the fol-
lowing police agencies in trying to solve this crime, they are: New
Hampshire State Police, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Treasury
Department, Haverhill, Lawrence, Nashua, Lowell, Dracut, Tewks-
bury, Boston, Cambridge, Pelham, Derry, Manchester, Londonderry
and Beverly Police Departments.
We will continue working on this robbery until the ones re-
sponsible are apprehended.
HUDSON POLICE DEPARTMENT
CHIEF ANDREW J. POLAK
Sgt. Malvern Thompson
Sgt. Alphonse Smilikis
SPECIAL OFFICERS ARE: Michael Karos, Leo Gagnon, Lewis
Marshall, Edgar Donah, Donald Bowden, Charles Lindsay,
William Teichman, Gregory Dearborn, George Forrence, Len-
ard Rafferty, Raymond Dumont, Henry Naro, Jr., Alfred
Theriault and Fred Lee.
The following auxiliary officers, Carl F. Anderson, Sr., Ray-
mond Landry, Roland A. Bossie, Jr., O. Leclerc, Edward G. Mc-
Lavey, Arthur Kashulines, Jr., John E. Winslow, Edgar A. Trudeau,
Normand R. Vallerand, Maurice R. French, Ernest McCoy, Jo-
seph E. Richard, Donald A. Merrill, Maurice J. Levesque, Gilbert E.
Latulippe, Raymond E. Boisvert and Stuart Groves are to be com-
mended in attending the meetings and sessions with the officers of
the Police Department so that they will be prepared and better
equipped in the event of an emergency.
All of the Officers and Auxiliary personnel are to be commend-
ed for their participation in the Civil Defense Drill that was held in
Town. The Police Department Personnel turnout was very good
and I want to personally thank the men who participated in it.
CHIEF ANDREW J. POLAK
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Investigated 16 cases of water polution.
Inspected 46 homes that had applied for Boarding Home Licenses.
There were thirty-one warnings issued to persons transporting
rubbish to the dump. Those that were warned did not have the
rubbish covered and their names were taken. A summons will be
issued if they are apprehended the second time. We have asked co-
operation from the people to have the rubbish covered when it is
transported, but some still insist on carrying it uncovered.
We have been lenient with these violators, but if no cooperation
is received, we will proceed to issue court orders and they will be
taken before the court for allowing the rubbish to fall or blow from
their vehicles.
KINDLY COOPERATE WITH US AND HELP US TO






REPORT FROM STATE HEALTH DEPARTMENT
A series of Immunization Clinics was held at the H. O. Smith
School in Hudson in March, April and May of 1959.
Pre-school children were given their triple shots to protect them
against whooping cough, tetanus and diphtheria.
All ages were given the Salke Vaccine for protection against
polio. There was a good attendance at each clinic.
Again in December there was a clinic for those needing their
third or fourth shots (the fourth, a booster) of Salke Vaccine.
Over one thousand shots were given at this clinic.
Mrs. Anne Christopher, R.N. was in charge of nurse recruit-
ment for the clinics. Mrs. Helen House, R.N., School Nurse was in
charge of the clinic room and other details.
A number of interested women representing different organiza-
tions assisted with the clerical work. Doctors from Nashua and Mil-
ford serviced the four clinics.
The project was under the direction of the New Hampshire
State Department of Health.
MARIE H. FAHEY, R.N.
State Nurse
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REPORT OF THE 1959 RECREATION COMMITTEE
Playground activities under the direction of the Town Recrea-
tion Commitee with Playground Supervisors Alan Fairfield and
Mary-Ellen Packor were in progress from July 6th through August
29th. The Craft Program with Ann Cunningham as Instructor, as-
sisted by Miss Packor, carried on from June 29th to August 29th.
Approximately 400 children and teen-agers participated during the
season.
Special events included a Father and Son baseball game, a
bicycle and doll carriage parade, several tournaments and a picnic.
The picnic was enjoyed by all and we would like to thank the fol-
lowing stores who donated food and made it a great success: The
Hudson Super Market, Roland's White Cross Store, The Twentieth
Century Store, Eddie's Super Market, Joe's Variety Store, Moore's
General Store and the Meadows. The tonic was given by Mr. Edgar
Trudeau of the Nashua Bottling Works.
Again our two Little League teams were entered in the Inter-
state League with Dracut, Tyngsboro and Pelham. The Robert's
Marine team from Hudson won both the first and second half titles
and were the champions for the season.
The Midget Little League teams were formed and four teams
were made up of boys between the ages of eight and ten years. There
are so many boys who wish to play, that in the coming year, we shall
have to put more teams on the field if at all possible.
Our Babe Ruth Team was also entered in the Babe Ruth
Interetate League with Dracut, Tyngsboro and Pelham. The team
did not do too well and it is hoped that in the coming year there will
be more interest and more boys taking part.
The Craft Program which met three times a week for eight
weeks was enjoyed by many boys and girls who made lanyards from
gymp, pot holders, pictures, hot dish mats and many other articles.
The Youth Center has been painted on the inside, and for this
fine job, we should like to thank Miss Martina Colburn. The build-
ing has been partially insulated and a new automatic heating system
has been installed. We hope that many more groups will use the
Center in the future.
We continue to receive many requests from both adults and
teen-agers for a tennis court in Hudson. It is too bad that local fa-
cilities are not provided and that our young people have to go out of
town to enjoy such sports. This coming year we hope to have a well-
rounded program which will supply recreational activities through-
out the year. We feel that a playground in the summer is not enough,
which is the reason for our considering many new phases of recrea-





























1959 FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT
Building Fires 25
Lightning and Power Failures 9
Brush, Grass and Dump Fires 61
Automobile Fires 11
First Aid and Emergency Calls 15
Out of Town Alarms 5
False Alarms 14
Total Alarms
Smoke Scares and Honest Mistakes
Written Fire Permits
Oil Burner Installations Inspected
Value of Property and Contents Exposed by Fire
Damage by Fire
Insurance Paid on Damage
Loss
FOR FIRE CALLS ONLY — Call 3-7707
For Information — Call 3-3161
For Fire Permits Call:
Chief Campbell 2-3993
Dept. Fuller 2-2747 or 2-0801
Capt. Gallagher 3-8350









3-5508 Police Department or
3-7707 Fire Department.
Both departments have one of these machines which were do-
nated to them by the Lions Club.
We have ended 1959 with one more fine record. Much credit is
due to these men for the good work throughout the past year and al-
so to the Citizens of Hudson for their cooperation.
Let's all cooperate and keep up this fine record through 1960!
OSCAR CAMPBELL, Chief
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PREVENTION IS EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS
The year 1959 was fortunate from a forest fire standpoint. New
Hampshire had the best record in the nation. Fewer acres were
burned, suppression costs were substantially reduced and damage to
woodlands held to a minimum. The record resulted from a com-
bination of favorable weather conditions, an alert warden service and
a cooperating public.
Yet, despite all this, there still persists a disturbing note
58%, or 6 out of every 10 fires in 1959 were caused by careless
smokers and debris burners.
10%, or 1 out of every 9 fires was caused by children.
Careless, indifferent, thoughtless and independent minded in-
dividuals and failure of parents to properly supervise children and
keep matches out of their reach, annually cause these unnecessary
fires which cost large sums to extinguish and cause extensive damage.
The elimination of these three causes of fires would radically change
this picture. The rules are simple—
-
1. Before burning, secure a permit from your local forest fire
warden — the law requires it.
2. Be sure to properly supervise your burning.
3. Make certain your fire is DEAD OUT before leavdng it.
4. Don't throw lighted matches, cigars and cigarettes from
moving vehicles—use your ash tray.
5. Don't burn at home—Use your town dump'^nd save y;our-
self much possible difficulty, both personal and financial.
Nlimber of local fires, 41
Number of acres burned, 3 '









Salaries $ 2,410.00 $ 3,100.00
Office Supplies 329.05 * 320.00







Legal Notices—Telegraph 444.70 200.00
Recording Deeds 220.30 200.00
Town Report 1,138.00 1,200.00
State Audit 456.24 500.00
Tax Sale Expense 359.70 350.00
Town Officers' Bonds 180.00 195.00
Association Dues 21.50 50.00
Stamps—Inventories 1500 @ 3^ 45.00 45.00
Safe Deposit Vault 5.00 5.00
Assessing with State Man 50.00 50.00




Totals $ 6,649.74 $ 7,160.00
John E. Baker
Office Supplies $ 550.98 $ * 625.00
Motor Vehicle Fees 1,758.00 1,800.00




Police Duty 17.50 20.00
Totals $ 2,944.49 $ 3,040.00
GRAND TOTALS $ 9,594.23 $ 10,200.00
*Includes Inventory Book






































Uniform Allowance 200.00 300.00
Ammunition 95.70 100.00
New Equipment







Roof light for Cruiser 60.00
File Cabinet 52.00
Traffic Light Repairs 64.96
Private Cars 472.59
Totals $ 17,413.84 $ 18,547.00
DOG DAMAGES
Dog Officers' Salaries $ 170.00 $ 200.00
John E. Baker, Fees 71.20 70.00
Dog Tags & License Books 48.08 50.00
N. H. Humane Society 85.00 55.00
Damages 17.50 25.00
Totals $ 391.78 $ 400.00
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HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT












Plant Maintenance 4.98 200.00
Brush Cutting 490.00 500.00
Grader & Plow Blades 602.27 500.00
Dynamite & Caps 184.10 200.00
Drain Pipe 318.75 700.00






Surveying & Bounds 579.23 300.00
Chain Saw 72.00
Totals $ 65.730.69 $ 66,000.00
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FIRE DEPARTMENT
Salaries $ 4,475.00 $ 4,550.00
Oil Burner Inspectors' Salaries 125.00 125.00
Gas & Oil 115.27 200.00
Maintenance of Equipment 323.09 462.50








Water Holes 129.75 400.00
Brush Fires 278.35 400.00
Personnel Equipment 124.19 150.00
Building Maintenance 222.83 375.00
Fire Alarm—Maintenance & Extension 593.41 500.00
New Equipment
Salvage Blankets 132.50
Front-end Pump & Control Cabinet 1,900.00
New Nozzle 70.00
Totals $ 10,641.17 $ 13,500.00
^Contract $132.00
General Repairs 150.00





Ballot Clerks $ 130.00 $ 100.00 $ 100.00
Special Clerks 20.00 20.00 20.00
Moderator 10.00 10.00 10.00
Police Duty 40.00 25.00 25.00
Janitor Services 15.00 10.00 10.00
Setting Booths 10.00 10.00 10.00
Meals 40.00 40.00 40.00





Totals $ 790.00 $ 250.00 $ 250.00
HEALTH. DUMP AND GARBAGE REMOVAL
Expended Proposed
1959 1960
Garbage Removal Contract $ 900.00 $ 1,000.00
Health Officer's Salary 200.00 200.00
Highway Payroll 609.85 600.00
Dump Fires & Patrol 217.70 200.00
Bulldozing Dump 88.00 100.00
Gas & Diesel Oil 40.00 40.00




Gravel & Fill 10.00 10.00
Insurance 21.70 20.00
Totals $ 2,087.25 $ 2,200.00
TOWN OFFICERS" SALARIES
Selectmen, 3 @ $400.00
Tax Collector
Treasurer




















Groceries $ 2,112.18 $ 2,000.00







Medicine & Medical Care 414.00 500.00
Hospital 174.10 2,000.00
Funerals 150.00 200.00
Surplus Foods 188.02 400.00
Overseer of Poor Salaries 200.00 200.00
Totals $ 8,561.33 $ 10,000.00
SOLDIERS' AID












Cement, Mortar, Fittings, Blocks
Manhole Sections














Totals $ 1,431.67 $ 2,300.00
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PARKS
Cutting Grass & Raking $ 268.98 $ 300.00
Insurance 37.94 40.00
Electricity 18.20 50.00
Spray Trees 150.00 150.00
Park Improvements—Trees, Lawns, etc. 100.00
Gas & Oil 10.00
Repairs to Mower 30.00
Supplies 3.37
Totals $ 478.49 $ 680.00
NEW EQUIPMENT
Police Car $ 1,255.00 $* 1,810.00
Pickup Truck 1,774.61
Air Compressor, Grease Gun & Chain Saw 900.00
Totals $ 3,029.61 $ 2,710.00
*$ 1,060.00 1st Trade-in April 1, 1960

































Totals $ 1,284.46 $ 1,000.00
DAMAGES & LEGAL EXPENSES
Legal $ 1,333.89 $ 1,500.00
Land Damages $6.00 500.00







Totals $ 1,339.89 $ 2,000.00
RETIREMENT AND PENSIONS
Social Security $ 1,464.04 $ 1,500.00
Employees' Retirement System 883.82 900.00
Police Retirement Board 487.86 500.00
Harry Sanders—Pension 600.00 600.00
Totals $ 3,435.72 $ 3,500.00
INTEREST
Fire Station Bonds $ 607.50 $ 562.50
Various Purpose Bonds 2,125.00 2,000.00
Tax Anticipation 1,840.00 2,000.00
Sewer, Library Street 284.00 •
Totals $ 4,856.50 $ 4,562.50
BONDS
Fire Station $ 2,000.00 $ 2,000.00
Various Purpose 5,000.00 5,000.00
Totals $ 7,000.00 $ 7,000.00
SERIAL NOTES




Boys' Supervisor— 10 weeks





Gas—Heat for Youth Center
Insurance—Playground & Youth Center
Raking, Cleaning, Mowing Playground
Craft Materials
Repairs to Equipment & Painting
Supplies & Equipment for Playground
and Little League
Heater and Insulation for Youth Center
Backstop at H. O. Smith Field
Totals $ 1,359.74 $ 1,329.00















Gowing Road $ 200.00 $
Derry Lane 575.00
Tarnic Pond Right-of-Way 435.00
Blackstone Street 640.00
Bond Street 450.00
Vinton Street — 430.00
Abbott Street 355.00
Bruce Street 440.00
Roosevelt Ave. and D Street 840.00
Chapin Street 280.00
Totals $ 1,210.00 $ 3,435.00
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DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
Concord, New Hampshire






Submitted herewith is the report of the annual examination and
audit of the accounts of the Town of Hudson which was made by
this Division in accordance with the vote of the Town. This audit
covered the twelve months period from July 31, 1958 to July 31,
1959. Exhibits as hereafter listed are included as part of the report
which is made up in two sections as follows
:
Section I—Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1958
Section H—Period January 1st to July 31st, 1959
SCOPE OF AUDIT
Included in the examination and audit were the accounts and
records of the Board of Selectmen, Treasurer, Tax Collector, Town
Clerk, Road Agent, Trustees of Trust Funds, Police Chief (Payroll
Account), Hills Memorial Library and Hills Farm Cemetery' Ac-
count.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Comparative Balance Sheefs -— December 31, 1957 -
December 31, 1958: (Exhibit A-
1)
Comparative Balance Sheets as of December 31, 1957 and De-
cember 31, 1958, are presented in Exhibit A. As indicated therein,
the Net Debt increased by $1,016.71 in 1958.
Analysis of Change in Financial Condition: (Exhibit A-2j
An analysis of the change in financial condition during the year
is made in Exhibit A-2, with the factors which caused the change
indicated therein. These were as follows:
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Increase in Net Debt
Long Term Note Issued $ 7,100.00
Net Budget Deficit 3,510.27
Decrease of Cash in Hands of Officials 1,831.00
Decrease of Accounts Receivable 1,516.63
Tax Liens Transferred to Tax Deeds 307.81
$ 14,265.71
Decrease In Net Debt
Long Term Note & Bonds Paid 13,249.00
Net Increase $ 1,016.71
Comparative Statements of Appropriations and Expendi-
tures—Estimated and Actual Revenues: (Exhibit A-3 & A-4)
Comparative statements of appropriations and expenditures,
estimated and actual revenues for the fiscal year ended December 31,
1958, are presented in Exhibits A-3 and A-4. As indicated by the
budget summary (Exhibit A-4), a net overdraft of appropriations
of $6,349.89, less a net revenue surplus of $2,839.62, resulted in a
net budget deficit of $3,510.27.
Summary of Receipts and Expenditures: (Exhibit B-l)
A summary statement of receipts and expenditures for the fiscal
year ended December 31, 1958, made up in accordance with the
uniform classification of accounts, is included in Exhibit B-l. Proof
of the Treasurer's balance as of July 31, 1959, is indicated in Exhibit
K.
Statement of Long Term Indebtedness: (Exhibit J)
A statement of outstanding long term indebtedness as of De-
cember 31, 1958, showing annual debt service requirements, is con-
tained in Exhibit J.
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GENERAL COMMENTS
Current Surplus - Deficit:
The current financial condition of the Town changed from
a current surplus of $2,622.06, to a current deficit of $4,543.65, in
1958, as shown by the following statement:
Dec. 31, 1957 Dec. 31, 1958
Total Assets $143,879.48 $142,511.20
Current Liabilities 141,257.42 147,054.85
Current Surplus or (Deficit) $ 2,622.06 ($ 4,543.65)
Appropriation Overdrafts and Application of Municipal
Budget Law:
It is noted that in the fiscal year ended December 31, 1958,
there was a net overdraft of appropriations amounting to $6,349.89.
In other words, total expenditures exceeded total appropriations by
this amount as indicated herewith:
Overdrafts of Appropriations $ 16,622.28
Unexpended Balances of Appropriations 10,272.39
Net Overdraft of Appropriations $ 6,349.89
It may be stated, however, that included in this amcunt was an
overdraft in the "overlay" account which amounted to $3,315.07.
Irlasmuch as the amount which is raised for "overlay" is determined
by the Selectmen rather than appropriated by the town meeting, it
is not strictly speaking an appropriation account. Therefore, the
actual net overdraft of budgetary appropriations would be as follows
:
Net Overdraft of Appropriations $ 6,349.89
LESS: Overdraft in Overlay Account 3,315.07
Actual Net Overdraft of Budgetary Appropriations
Appropriations $ 3,034.82
In accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Budget
Law, RSA, Chapter 32, application should have been made to the
Tax Commission by the Board of Selectmen, with the approval of
the Budget Committee, for a certificate of emergency authorizing the
excess of expenditures over budgetary appropriations.
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Conclusion:
The provisions of Chapter 184 of the Laws of 1955, require
that this ref>ort or the summary of findings and recommendations
(letter of transmittal) shall be published in the next annual report
of the Town.
We extend our thanks to the officials of the Town of Hudson
for their assistance during the course of the audit.
Yours very truly,
HAROLD G. FOWLER, Director
Division of Municipal Accounting
State Tax Commission
Edgar O. Pesquera, Auditor
Dumont W. Bailey, Accountant





This is to certify that we have examined and audited the ac-
counts and records of the Town of Hudson for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 1958, and the period from January 1st to July 31st,
1959. In our opinion, the Exhibits included herewith reflect the
true financial condition of the Town of Hudson on December 31,
1958, and the results of operations for the fiscal year ended on that
date.
Respectfully submitted,
HAROLD G. FOWLER, Director
Division of Municipal Accounting
State Tax Commission
Edgar O. Pesquera, Auditor




TRUSTEES. TREASURER and LIBRARIAN
of
HILLS MEMORIAL LIBRARY
for the twelve months ending
Dec. 31, 1959
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
MAUDE E. FRENCH Term expires March 1960
RICHARD M. BURNS Term expires March 1961
CHARLES C. PARKER Term expires March 1962
STAFF
LIBRARIAN Laura Joy
ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN June Hale
JANITOR Lewis Marshall
Treasurer's Report— January I, I960
Receipts
Cash on hand January 1, 1958 $ 623.19
Town of Hudson Appropriation 3,160.00
Trust Funds 144.68
Rec'd. for lost books 7.50
Gifts for memorial books 3.47
Fines collected 173.76
Rental of Library to Ruge Assoc. 1 18.28







Social Security Withholdings 70.94
Library supplies 31.66
Janitor supplies 23.27






Dues to N. H. Library Assoc. 7.00
Bank charges for 1959 7.23
Printing of signs 5.00
50th Anniversary expenses 35.16
Total expenses $ 3,406.13
Book Expenses by Companies
Americana Encyclopedia $ 10.00




N. H. Library 4.00
Bruce Magazine Agency ' 42.00
Campbell and Hall 221.60
Charles M. Gardner 25.27
Thames Book Co. 156.24
Doubleday and Co. 102.61
Total for books $ 749.98
Summary
Total receipts for 1959 $ 4,230.88
Total expenses for 1959 3,406.13
Cashonhand Jan. 1, 1960 $ 824.75
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In June 1959 we observed the fiftieth anniversary of our Ubrary
by holding an open house. Our library was built in 1908 and com-
pleted in June 1909. Several of our teenage girls acted as hostesses
and were appropriately gowned in 1909 costumes. Mrs. Janice
Bergeron had charge of refreshments and was assisted by several
members of the Hudson Fortnightly Historical committee. Mrs.
Zoula Rowell had charge of the guest book and Mrs. Emlen Pitfield
took many pictures which will be preserved in our Library scrap-
book. Miss Laura Joy helped with all the plans and did much to
make the evening a memorable one.
We have added many new books as the librarian's report shows
and also many new readers. We urge every citizen of Hudson to
visit our library and see what we have to ofTer. We are doing all we
can to make it an attractive, useful part of our town.
MAUDE E. FRENCH
Treasurer
Librarian's Report for 1959
Number of books on shelves, January 1, 1959 8,641
Number of books added by gift 32
Number of books added by purchase 324
8.997
Number of books discarded in 1959 47
Number of books on shelves, Januarys 1, 1960 8,950
Number of books replaced in 1959 5
Number of adult fiction loaned 3,001
Number of adult non-fiction loaned 2,131
Number of juvenile fiction loaned > 4,435
Number of juvenile non-fiction loaned 1,431
10,998
Magazines received during 1959 18
Number of borrowers 1,340
Number of new borrowers in 1959 214
Fines collected in 1959 $173.76
Respectfully submitted,
LAURA J. JOY, Librarian
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Memorial Books 1959
1. New Hampshire's Covered Bridges
Gift of Fortnightly Club in memory of Mrs. Lena Kenrick
2. Hooked Rug Design
Gift of Mrs. Hazel Buxton in memory of Mrs. Ida Gatz
3. Anthology of New Hampshire
Gift of Mrs. Ada Spalding in memory of Mrs. Anna L.
Spalding
4. Ever New England
Gift of George Tozier in memory of Mrs. Lena Kenrick
5. Work of Saint Francis
Gift of Mr. & Mrs. Paul Zerbinos in memory of Alexander
Zerbinos
6. Even as You Love
Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Steckevicz in memory' of "'Baby"
Steckevicz
7. My Story: an Autobiography by Mary Astor
Gift of Mr. & Mrs. Walter Stopyra in memory of Joseph &
Benjamin Kurta
8. Good Housekeeping Cook Book
Gift of Laura J. Joy in memory of Marion L Joy
9. Guide to Garden Flowers
Gift of Marjorie & Natalie Merrill in memory of Mr. & Mrs.
George A. Merrill
10. Mr. Jones Meet the Master
Gift of Laura J. Joy in memory of Marion I. Joy
Not a memorial
This Is the Mass
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DEATHS REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF HUDSON, N. H.
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1959
Date of Place of
Death Death
January 3 Nashua, N.H
lanuary 31 Nashua, N.H
February 10 Hudson N.H
February 26 Nashua, N.H
February 26 Hudson N.H
March 9 Nashua, N.H.
March 25 Nashua, N.H.
March 25 Hudson N.H
April 3 Hudson N. H
April 7 Nashua N.H
April 7 Nashua N.H
April 13 Hudson N.H
April 26 Nashua N.H
May 6 Hudson N.H
May 21 Nashua N.H
June 5 Nashua N.H
June 14 Nashua N.H
June 26 Hudson N.H
July 4 Hudson N.H
July 4 Hudson N.H
July 6 Nashua N.H
July 6 Nashua N.H
July 11 Nashua N.H
July 11 Laconia N.H
July 17 Hudson N.H
July IS Hudson N.H
July 23 Nashua N.H
July 24 Nashua N H
August Hudson N.H
August 13 Concorc , N.H
August 16 Hudson N. II
August 17 Hudson N.H
August 18 Hudson N. H
September 26 Nashua N.H
October 8 Hudson N.H
October 9 Hudson N.H
October 15 Hudson N.H
October 25 Nashua N.H
November 23 Nashua N.H
December 3 Nashua N.H
December 21 Hudson N.H
December 31 Nashua N.H
Sr. Marie St.-Emma 66
Lisa A. Rogers 3 mos.
Georgina D. Trafton 84
Mary O. Marsh 87
Carrie M. Forrest 70
Ida S. Benson 74
Anna B. Clyde 82
Julius M. Rock 82
Paul R. Galipeau 50
Eva M. Balukevich 74
Roy L. Huff 57
Alice Charbonneau 74
Joseph P. Garant, Jr 55
Maurice D. Merrill 70
Marion I. Joy 65
DeHa A. Jette 61
James W. Hopwood 68
Alice R. Knight .- 87
Jessie Howard 92
Nettie R. Miner 79
Martena I. Gates 81
Nathaniel Snow 68





Walter C. Perry 71
Rose H. St. Pierre 70
Regina Daneault 61
Roy H. Cross 70
Mabel Davis 75
Ruth S. Woods 84
Kelley D. Gour 3 days
Lizzie D. Sheyherd 90
Mary J. Cullen 79
Frank A. Nutting 81
Dennis M. Vadney .... 5 mos.
Beth E. Scammon 1 hr.
William Gagne 89
Anne M. Campbell 86














































I hereby certify that the above return is correct, according to the best of my
knowledge and belief.
JOHN E. BAKER, Town Clerk
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the town of
Hudson, New Hampshire, qualified to vote in district
affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Dr. H. O. Smith Audi-
torium in said district on the 5th day of March 1960, at one o'clock
in the afternoon, to vote for officers under Articles 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
Polls will be open from 1 P. M. to 9 P. M. Action on remaining
Articles will begin at 7 P. M.
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing
three years.
year.
4. To choose a Membei of the School Board for the ensuina:
5. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
6. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board
and Truant Officer, and fix the compensation of any other officers or
agent of the district.
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7. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, or
Officers chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.
8. To choose Agents, Auditors and Committees in relation to
any subject embraced in this warrant.
9. To see what sum of money the district will raise and ap-
propriate for the support of schools, for the salaries of school district
officials and agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations of
the district, and to authorize the application against said appropria-
tion of such sums as are estimated to be received from the state
foundation aid fund together with other income ; the school board to
certify to the selectmen the balance between the estimated revenue
and the appropriation, which balance is to be raised by taxes by the
town.
10. To see if the School District will vote to appropriate the
sum of $3,500.00 to equip the schools of the District with fire safety
facilities recommended by the Hudson Fire Safety Committee.
11. By Petition of — Paul J. Heroux, Clayton Smith, Roger
L. Boucher and others; To see if the School District will vote to in-
struct the School Board to rent the portions of the Dr. H. O. Smith
School now being used by them in accordance with the conditions of
the previous year, to the Hudson Lions Club, Inc., each Wednesday
evening until the next annual School Meeting, at a rental of $25.00
per week.
12. By Petition of— Sylvio Gravelle, Romeo Ledoux, Nicholas
Bouley and others: to see if the School District will vote to tape
record all Annual and Special School District Meetings of the School
District and to keep this tape recording on file with the School Dis-
trict Clerk for future reference by any voter of the School District.
This procedure will remain in effect until rescinded by a vote of the
School District at a future Annual School District Meeting.
13. By Petition of — Sylvio Gravelle, Romeo Ledoux, Nich-
olas Bouley, and others; To see if the School District will vote to
direct the School Board to work with the Board of Selectmen in
holding the School District and Town Elections on the same day in
a manner as not to conflict with either the Town or School District
elections as prescribed by the Laws governing both the Town and
School District elections.
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14. By Petition of — Sylvio Gravelle, Maurice J. Levesque,
Romeo Ledoux, and others; To see if the School District will vote to
direct the School Board to submit, in Article form in the next Annual
School District Warrant and all future Annual Warrants all requests
for additional personnel for all departments in the School District;
all requests for wage increases by school district personnel; and all
requests for capital expenditures and improvements of capital ex-
penditures in excess of $100.00. This procedure will remain in ef-
fect until rescinded by a vote of the School District at a future An-
nual School District Meetins;.
15. To transact any other business that may legally come be-
fore this meeting.



































Balance, School Lunch $ 5,086.77 $ 3,200.00 5 2,035.67 55 3,500.00 5, 3,500.00
State Aid 84.251.14 74,500.00 70,572.53 69,000.00 69,000.00
Federal Aid 2,736.10 2,000.00 493.53 2,000.00 2,000.00
Trust Funds 4,000.00 4,000.00 4,000.00 4,000.00
High school tuition 2.110.22 7,750.00 9,067.32 8,925.00 8,925.00
Elementary school tuition 1,470.00 800.00 368.75 832.00 832.00
Elem. School Bond Co. Adj. 43.000.00
Other 1,091.32 1,780.00 972.33 300.00 300.00
Rent of Auditorium 2,755.00 2,500.00 1,150.00 2,500.00 2,500.00
Vo-Ag Pupil Trans. 280.20 875.00 1,350.00 1,350.00
Athletic Receipts 697.90 750.00 156.40 750.00 750.00
Tot. Receipts Other Than
Property Taxes 104,478.65 $141,1555.00 $ 84,816.53 $ 93,157.00 $ 93,157.00
Raised by Property Taxes $300,990.15 $300,990.15
Total Approp. Voted by Sch. Dist. $394,147.15 $394,147.15
Superintendent's Salary
Union %




























Actual Adopted E xpenditure.s Board's Committee's
Expenditures Budget .luly I to Budnet Budget
195«-59 1959-60 Dec. 31, 1959 1960-61 1960-61
ADMINISTRATION
Salaries of district officers $ 912.10 $ 884.00 $ 735.44 $ 899.50 ^5 899.50
Supt.'s salary (local share) 2,057.00 2,186.60 2,186.60 2,312.10 2,312.10
Tax for state wide supervision 2,254.00 2,262.00 2,296.00 2,296.00
Salaries of other administrative
personnel 3,285.94 3,568.00 3,493.00 3,813.49 3,813.49
Supplies and expenses 1,898.49 1,689.97 2,892.61 2,878.65 2,878.65
INSTRUCTION
Teachers' and
principal's salaries 188,230.55 208,000.00 84,178.69 226,589.00 226,589.00
Books and other
instruction aid 3,782.45 4,925.75 4,868.75 5,312.50 5,312.50
Scholars' supplies 5,918.17 6,084.75 6,498.75 6,562.50 6.562.50
Salaries of clerical assistant 828.00 900.00 900.00
Supplies and other expenses 1,867.85 2,200.00 1,338.61 1,485.75 1,485.75
OPERATION OF SCHOOL PLANT
Salaries of custodians 13,652.82 14,115.00 8,082.11 16,825.00 16,825.00
Fuel or heat 7,382.70 9,050.00 3,527.18 9,100.00 9,100.00
Water, light, supplies
and expenses 9,990.94 9,100.00 6,876.72 9,254.56 9,254.56
MAINTENANCE OF SCHOOL PLANT
Repairs and replacements 5,116.67 4,650.00 3,710.39 2,440.72 2,440.72
AUXILIARY ACTIVITIES
Health supervision 2,318.09 2.375.00 1,118.84 2,500.00 2,500.00
Transportation 15,433.32 15.555.00 8,120.98 18,678.00 18,678.00
Tuition 464.00 840.00 480.00 840.00 840.00
Special activities and
special funds 2,863.96 4,000.00 2,466.62 3,674.90 3,674.90
School lunch and special milk 5,086.77 3,560.00 4,589.00 4,000.00 4,000.00
FIXED CHARGES
Retirement and Social
Security 12,307.92 14,966.26 5,375.84 17,738.29 17,738.29
Insurance, treas. bonds
and expenses 4,577.30 2,765.00 2,986.75 3,408.19 3,408.19
TOTAL CURRENT EXP. $289,401.04 $313,605.33 $153,526.88 $341,509.15 $341,509.15
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Lands and new buildings 47,425.00 43,000.00 3,500.00 3.500.00
Additions and improvements 7,293.26 6.570.00 1.209.12 3,500.00 3,500.00
New equipment 1,636.55 1,350.00 1,245.85 3,410.00 3,410.00
Total Capital Outlay $ 56,354.82 $ 50,920.00 $ 2,454.97 $ 10,410.00 $; 10,410.00
DEBT AND INTEREST
Principal of debt 17,000.00 15,000.00 15,000.00 30,000.00 .30,000.00
Interest on debt 5,773.00 10,988.00 6,672.00 12,228.00 12,228.00
Total Debt and Interest $ 22,773.00 $ 25,988.00 $ 21,672.00 $ 42,228.00 $ 42,228.00
Budget Deficiency 18,176.00
Total expenditures
or School Approp. $368,528.86 $408,689.33 $177,653.85 $394,147.15 $394,147.15
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REPORT OF SCHOOL BOARD
Your School Board has in the past year been faced with some
unusual tasks which have been completed with your best interests in
mind.
It was the responsibility of your board to facilitate the issuance
of new bonds for the Alvirne Addition as voted at the March 1959
School District Meeting. In order to obtain a figure as nearly correct
as possible for the voters' consideration at that March meeting it had
been necessary to ask for bids. If construction had not been author-
ized to start shortly after the meeting new bids would have been re-
quired with the almost inevitable result of increased cost of construc-
tion. Every effort was made by your board to follow the course of
action indicated to keep the School Districts' expenditure at a mini-
mum.
The result of our efforts was the scheduling of the Alvirne Ad-
dition bonds to be paid in full the Fiscal Year ending 1979, instead
of 1980. The District will be out of debt one year sooner.
A long pending settlement of litigation concerning the Dr. H.
O. Smith Elementary Addition was accomplished this year upon the
recommendation of the attorneys hired by the school district and the
concurrence of the members of the Dr. H. O. Smith Elementary Ad-
dition Building Committee.
Your board found it necessary to secure the approval of the
Budget Committee on the unexpected expenditure of small sums
necessary to provide a master control for the fire alarm system as
recommended by the Hudson Schools' Fire Safety Committee, a fire
escape for the Webster School, four tables for a classroom at the Dr.
H. O. Smith School (intended for transfer to the Alvirne Cafeteria
upon purchase of suitable classroom furniture).
Other recommendations of the Hudson Fire Safety Committee
were delayed to be presented at the March 1960 Annual School Dis-
trict Meeting to avoid the cost of calling a special meeting.
The activities of the Alvirne High School Committee will ap-
pear over the signature of that committee.
We wish to commend the teachers and principals of our schools
for the spirit and enthusiasm shown in the performance of their
duties. From superintendent to custodians, all of our fellow workers
in the school system have been cooperative and progress minded and
richly deserve our appreciation.
The chairman of the board enjoyed a meal served at the Dr.
H. O. Smith cafeteria and heartily endorses the hot lunch program.
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The Alvirne Farm Advisory Committee, coiDposed of Mr. Al-
bert Kashulines, Mr. Ernest Chalifoux, and Mr. Henry Smith, has
been indispensable to your board in the operation of the farm busi-
ness and each member deserves your expression of appreciation as
well as ours.
Also deserving of your expression of appreciation are the Alvirne
Trustees, who assist the School District and the Alvirne Farm in
many ways. Mrs. Maude French, Mr. Eugene Leslie and Mr.
Robert Jasper are the members who reside in Hudson. They would
be pleased to discuss Alvirne with any of you at any time.
Your Budget Committee has been working with the board to
make the 1960-61 budget and we wish to report that every member
of the committee has your interests as taxpayers at heart. These men
are doing a vital job and even if we must at times disagree, it is with
mutual respect.
If we have overlooked anything or anyone please accept our
apologies and call it to our attention so that we may include it an-
other year.
PAUL E. LeCLAIR, Chairman
JOHN P. LAWRENCE, Clerk
WILLIAM L. ROBERTS
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REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
To the School Board and citizens of the School District of Hudson.
It is a pleasure to submit my fifth annual report as your Superintend-
ent of Schools.
Over the past few years you, the people of Hudson, have had
the opportunity to watch your schools grow from a total classroom
capacity of approximately thirty three classrooms to a total of sixty
rooms including the new shop building at Alvirne. During this time
school enrollment has increased from approximately 1000 pupils to
an anticipated enrollment of 1246 pupils grades 1-12 in 1960-61.
During this time Hudson has met the challenge of needed classroom
space with a logical and sensible planned program. Because of this
foresight the school housing problem should be solved for the next
few years at least. The Elementary needs have been met for the
immediate future although our first grade enrollments are once more
building up to a return to four sections within the next two or three
years. The new addition at Alvirne should meet high school needs
for the next five years at least, possibly longer, depending upon the
continued growth of our Elementary classes and the number of
pupils entering from St. John's School.
Along with meeting their building needs, Hudson citizens have
endeavored to meet teacher salary needs in an effort to maintain a
trained and competent teaching staff for your children. I sincerely
hope those efforts will be maintained as far as the budget for 1960-
61 is concerned for in my estimation the coming year is to be a diffi-
cult one in which to find adequate replacements for any sizeable
number of vacancies. In the Southeastern area of New Hampshire
alone eleven Supervisory Unions have an established need in 1960-61
for 137 teachers IN ADDITION to their current 1959-60 staffs.
Add this to the normal turnover of teachers throughout the State
plus the additional teachers going to states South of us and you have
a situation that should make anyone interested in their childs edu-
cation want to take an active interest in what can be done as far as
Hudson is concerned. Your School Board and Superintendent have
honestly endeavored to consider all responsible factors in proposing




Mr. James Baggs, B.A. Eastern Baptist College 1959 as an ad-
ditional teacher of High School Social Studies.
Mr. Oliver Chatfield, B.A. St. Anselms College 1958; M.ED.
Salem Teachers College to replace Mr. Earl Reid in grade V. Mr.
Reid left to accept a position with higher salary in Hampton, N. H.
Mr. Chatfield comes to us with one years teaching experience in Sea-
brook.
Mr. Patrick Guimont, B.A. University of New Hampshire 1958
to replace Miss Julia Quirk who resigned in January to become
married. Mr. Guimont comes to us with one year's experience in
the elementary school of Goflfstown and will teach Civics & World
History at Alvirne.
Mrs. Hazel Hennessey, B.S.E. Mass. School of Art 1931, Sum-
mer School at M.I.T., Harvard and B.U., to replace Mrs. Norma
Osgood who resigned in January for personal reasons. Mrs. Hen-
nessey has had eight years experience in the school systems of
Orange, Ludlow and Winchester, Mass.
Mrs. Mabel M. Kidder, K.T.C. 1924, Summer School, Castle-
ton Teachers College 1957 and 1958, to replace Mrs. Mildred Jan-
osz, grade 2. Mrs. Kidder has had previous experience in Massachu-
setts and New Hampshire schools.
Miss Marion Knightly, B.Ed., K.T.C. 1959 to replace Miss Bar-
bara Shea who resigned to accept a similar position in Saugus, Mass.
Mr. 'Gordon F. McCullough, B.S. Springfield College 1958,
M.Ed. Penn. State University 1959 to replace Paul Johnson as
Physical Education instructor and coach. Paul resigned in Novem-
ber to accept the Principalship of Somersworth High School, Som-
ersworth, N. H.
Miss Elizabeth McGann, B.Ed. K.T.C. 1959 to replace William
Webb in grade 6. Mr. Webb was assigned to grade 5 and the Princi-
palship of Webster School to replace Daniel Forte.
Miss Eva R. Owen, B. Ed., P.T.C. 1959 as an additional teach-
er in grades seven and eight, English and Science.
Miss H. Louise Rine, B.Ed., P.T.C. 1959 as an additional Eng-
lish teacher at Alvirne. This was made necessary by the increased en-
rollment in grades 9 and 10.
Mrs. Priscilla M. Wilbur, P.T.C, 1935; Summer School at
K.T.C. and U.N.H. to replace Miss Patricia Fabrick in grade 6. Mrs.
Wilbur comes to us with twelve years experience in the Sullivan Cen-
tral School, Sullivan, N. H.
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Additional Teachers
Your Superintendent and School Board are recommending the
following additional teachers to meet the needs of increased enroll-
ments for 1960-61. A study of the projected Grade Placements for
1960-61 will show why the proposed teachers are a necessity.
1. An additional shop teacher at Alvirne to meet the needs of
larger enrollments of incoming classes.
2. An additional teacher to handle a special class of approxi-
mately twenty pupils in the Junior High School. This would be a
self-contained class taught by one teacher trained to help each pupil
with his or her problems in Reading, Writing and Arithmetic.
3. Transfer a teacher from Webster School (present grade 4
has three sections) to Junior High School and free Principal Don-
ald Langlois fz^om major teaching duties and allow him time for
more efficient administration of his building. Note that this would
not entail an additional teacher, only a transfer.
Grade Division Chart
School Grade Division Full Time Teachers
'58-59 '59-60 '60-61 '58-59 '59-60 '60-61
Ele. Addition 1-4 13 12 12 14 13 13
Webster 5-6 8 8 7 8 8 7
Jr. High 7-8 7 8 9 7 8 9
Alvirne 9-12 11 12 13 17 19 20
46 48 49
Estimated Pupii Enrollment 1960-61
DR. H. O. SMITH WEBSTER DR. H. O. SMITH ALVIRNE
ELE.M. ADD'T.













248 246 272339 367
*Includes tuition pupils
September 1, to December 22, - 53 new pupils
Total School Population as of December 22, 1959, 1 143




The established program of painting two classrooms has been
carried out at Alvirne and the Dr. H. O. Smith School. Minor re-
pairs are carried out wherever possible by the custodians. The sum-
mer program of cleaning was well done by the various custodians
and our schools were fresh and clean for occupancy in the Fall. All
outside trim was painted at Alvirne. Landscaping at the elementary
addition has added materially to the appearance of that building,
while a fire escape and exit have been added to the rear of the
Webster School. Principl Donald Langlois and his crew rate a vote
of thanks for refinishing about fifty school desks at the Junior High
School thereby saving the school district many dollars in repairs.
School Lunch
The School Lunch Program under Mrs. George Hurd and her
helpers at Dr. H. O. Smith has maintained its usually high stan-
dards. The program at Alvirne under Mrs. Gladys Canfield has up
to this point been unable to operate because of the new addition.
This program should be operating by March 1st however. The new
kitchen and cafetorium are a big improvement over the former area
and should do much to enhance increased participation in the pro-
gram. Ample space and pleasant surroundings are enducements to
good eating habits.
Instruction
As Mr. Paul L. O'Neil's report follows I shall only say here
that I am extremely happy with the results of his efforts as Helping
Teacher in charge of Instruction. The fine cooperation given him by
Principals and teachers is most gratifying.
In closing I wish to express my appreciation to the School
Board, citizens, teachers and pupils for their cooperation in working
toward the goal of better schools for Hudson. I would also like to
express my sincere appreciation to those organizations including the
P.T.A., the Lions Club, Women's Clubs, American Legion, and Al-
virne Trustees for their interest in promoting better educational op-
portunities to your young people. It has been a pleasure working










The following paragraphs will constitute my report as Helping
Teacher in the town of Hudson, New Hampshire.
A teacher's task is exceedingly complex. To assist in making one
phase of his responsibility—that of improvement of the instructional
program—somewhat of a less cumbersome experience, you have en-
gaged the services of a helping teacher. His concern therefore, is
to see that teachers keep in sharp focus our immediate as well as our
ultimate educational objectives. A helping teacher must see to it that
teachers are kept abreast of educational developments and be able
to interpret these in the light of the individual teacher as they affect
his performance in the classroom. How does a helping teacher go
about this task specifically? There are many techniques and devices
used. These are listed for the reader but do not appear in any order
of importance; nor is this list all-inclusive:
A. Classroom Observation and Supervision
Teachers, for the most part, expect and should receive helpful
suggestions aimed at personal improvement. As I visit from
school to school, classroom to classroom, I find teachers utiliz-
ing very effective methods of instruction. On the other hand, I
have had teachers ask me, "How can I teach this particular
phase of fifth or sixth grade arithmetic more effectively?" or,
"What can I do for Billy? He's not getting this new concept."
This is a healthy sign, when teachers seek assistance. No mat-
ter how good we may think we are, there is profit in seeking
guidance from others.
B. Personal Conferences
Following a classroom visitation I usually try to schedule a con-
ference session—quite informal often times—in some instances
the conference is formalized with the presence of the principal
and/or the superintendent, as well as the helping teacher. A
teacher's strengths are discussed as well as his apparent weak-
nesses during such a meeting. There is a healthy "give and
take" of opinion and ideas. Much good can be derived from
this conference technique.
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C. Grade Level Meetings of All Teachers Union-wide
Each year at least one well structured grade level meeting is
held in Hudson. Often times two or more such gatherings seems
profitable. This device gives the teachers of grade four, for in-
stance, a chance to talk about instructional matters and prob-
lems which pertain to their specific grade level. As we meet at
these sessions teachers often construct simple teaching aids for
use in their teaching. Occasionally one or two teachers will
present to the group a successful classroom technique which
they have used most effectively. An exhibit of current materials
new to the market is planned, teachers are given an opportunity
to browse through this material deciding upon its relative value
to them.
D. Workshops or Worksessions
Publishing companies often make available to our teachers the
free services of specialists or consultants. These key people help
us better utilize their product, whether it be a textbook, audio
visual equipment, or some other device to improve teaching
skills. This year, we met in Merrimack to learn of ways to im-
prove the teaching of music. Teachers enjoyed this session and
were amazed to find that much of the equipment was of a
rather simple and inexpensive nature.
I have found that your teaching staff here in Hudson is most
cooperative. It is a pleasure to work with them.
Living in a rapidly growing section of the state as we do here in
Hudson, we must roll up sleeves and prepare for bigger problems on
the educational front. Your School Board and administrators have
been doing this very thing right along—one need only consider the
expanded facilities already existent to bear this fact out.













Pursuant to the authority contained in RSA 194:23 and 194:
23-a and under the provisions of Interim standards established by
the State Board of Education on September 21, 1959, Alvirne School,
Hudson was approved as a COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOL
for the 1959-60 school year.
The term "comprehensive high school" means a school, acade-
my or literary institution offering a course of studies for four years
for students, who have completed eight years of grammar school or
its equivalent, including reasonable instruction in the constitutions
of this state and of the United States. Such school shall also comply
with standards prescribed by the state board of education which
shall be uniform in their application to all schools, with respect to
the teaching of such course of studies and the facilities and equip-
m.ent used or maintained to offer such course of studies.
The new addition to Alvirne is rapidly nearing completion and
with this thought I would like to project ideas that are essential to
our educational growth.
The library which is now used full time as a study hall can be-
come a useful instrument in the school's learning process. It must
not be a mere collection of books but should act as a center of edu-
cational life for the students. In order to accomplish this aim an ex-
perienced librarian is a necessity.
With the new agricultural building being erected the shop area
now can be expanded. This expansion is necessary due to the large
enrollment in that area. At the present time the classes in the In-
dustrial Arts area are much too large for one teacher to handle and
in order to compensate for this situation another Industrial Arts
teacher is necessary.
Concerning the total curriculum, positive progress is rapidly
being made. Test results from the University Testing Program, the
National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Tests, and the California
Achievement Tests give proof of this progress. Reasons for this pro-
gress are the revision of the curriculum and most important the high
caliber of our teaching staff.
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In conclusion, I want to take this opportunity to thank you,
Mr. Ramsay, Mr. O'Neil, the faculty, School Board, school person-
nel, and the citizens of Hudson for the cooperation and assistance





Processional "Pomp and Circumstance"
Joan Millett, '61
Invocation Rev. John J. Belluscio
President's Welcome Robert M. Vaillancourt
Class Song "One Little Candle"
Mr. Raymond Bartlett, Director
Joan Millett, Accompanist
Commencement Address Dr. Charles F. Ritch, Jr.
New Hampshire Commissioner of Education
Presentation of Awards Mr. Chester J. Steckevicz
Principal
Presentation of Diplomas Mr. Louis L. Ram.say
Superintendent of Schools
Alma Mater Class of 1959
Benediction Rev. Dwight V. Meader
Recessional "Pomp and Circumstance"
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Class Officers
President ., Robert M. Vaillancourt
Vice-President Richard W. Ahrendt
Secretary Mary L. Gowing




















































Graduated with honors. Upper quarter
Rollins, Lucy, Valedictorian Guyette, Laraine
Brodeur, Rita, Salutatorian Garside, Reta
Gowing, Mary Cookman, Peter
Quigley, Priscilla Ahrendt, Richard
Jackson, Joanne Gagnon, Richard
Estey, Evelyn Howe, Charles
Student Council Award—$75.00 to Laraine Guyette
Hudson P.T.A. Scholarship—^100.00 to Mary Gowing
American Legion Auxiliary Award for Nursing—$25.00 to Laraine
Guyette
Hudson Fortnightly Scholarship—$25.00 to Mary Gowing and Ger-
ald Lawrence
Hudson Lions Club Scholarship—$100.00 to Judith Hayes
Hudson Lions Club Scholarship Award—$100.00 to Priscilla
Quigley
Hudson Lions Club Scholarship Award—$100.00 to Robert Vaillan-
court
Hudson Lions Club Scholarship Award—$50.00 to Peter Cookman
Hudson Lions Club Scholarship Award—$50.00 to Charles Howe
Mr. Ralph Kelly Awards for the Student Most Improved in English
—$25.00 Defense Bond to Judith Terris and Richard Gagnon
Huntress Fund Scholarship Awards—$75.00 to Reta Garside and
Mary Gowing
Wattanick Grange Award—$50.00 to Reta Garside
Faculty Scholarship Award—$25.00 to Richard Ahrendt
Bausch and Lomb Honorary Science Award—Peter Cookman
D.A.R. Good Citizenship Award—Lucy Rollins
Plymouth Teachers College Scholarships—Reta Garside and Mary
Gowing
Betty Crocker Homemakers of Tomorrow—Laraine Guyette
Babe Ruth Good Sportsman Award—Laraine Guyette and Albert
Dumais
Proficiency in Science—Peter Cookman
Proficiency in Mathmatics—Priscilla Quigley
Proficiency in Social Studies—Laraine Guyette
Porficiency in Art—Judith Hayes
Proficiency in Home Economics—Evelyn Estey
Proficiency in Commercial Training—Rita Brodeur
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Webster School
It takes a great deal of effort, time, and most of all understand-
ing to help make your school one of which we all can be justly proud.
It has been a pleasure to serve your town this past year as teaching-
principal of Webster School; and to make contacts with people who
have an influence in the betterment of our school system. In work-
ing with the administrators, teachers, students, and parents of this
town, one gains an experience which means a great deal to the teach-
ing profession.
One gets much satisfaction in teaching young people. The two-
hundred and fifty students in eight rooms at this school, under the
guidance of some fine teaching, are taught more than just what is in
the textbook. The attitude, conduct, and respect of the student to-
ward his work is of first importance in having a successful school and
in teaching them to perform tasks to benefit the community.
You should be proud of Webster School. We have attempted
many projects this year and have an excellent staff to carry out these
responsibilities. The children have an hour's activity of physical ed-
ucation a week which does much to develop their character. In the
area of reading we have instituted a new plan where every child
reads at his own level of reading under the supervision of a teacher
skilled in that particular area. In this approach to reading every
child is able to maintain some element of success in reading and is
able to work with only students at his level. Progress in reading
skills can be developed much more securely. In addition to this plan
we have the Bookmobile visit our school every two months and
leave some excellent supplementary material. We have been privi-
leged to use the Science Lending Library sent out by Washington,
D. C, and this adds much to our own school library. Records are
kept very efficiently by our school librarians.
Spelling has taken an added interest and our school champion
will represent Webster School in the county contest at Nashua. In
the area of Music we have been enjoying the work of our supervisor,
Miss Grace, and a school band under the direction of Mr. Bartlett.
The school safety patrol was instituted due to the large enroll-
ment and lack of playground space. In the spring we look forward
to using the fire house playground as a recess area; where the patrol
assumes most of their duties.
In the spring each class will undertake a field trip which will
supplement some outstanding unit of study. Our staff plans in the
second half year to institute a student-council group to assist in
extra curricula activities such as a school newspaper.
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Each child and teacher at Webster School is a part of the work
of a teaching-principalship job which requires much responsibihty,
but is well worth one's effort if he has the time and energy to put into
this long days job. The staff" at Webster School sincerely hope the
students can remember those traits which will develop their lives
as an American citizen we all love, honor, and respect.
Respectfully submitted,
WILLIAM G. WEBB
Teaching-Principal, Grades V & VI
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Dr. H, O. Smith Elementary Addition
In submitting my third report as supervising principal I would
like to point out that the foundation of a good education is laid in
the elementary school. We are indeed fortunate in having a staff of
experienced teachers, good equipment, and adequate supplies to
carry on a good program. Good Citizenship is stressed at all times.
Much individual attention is given the pupils. In reading, the chil-
dren are grouped according to their ability. Whatever group a child
is in, he is there because he will gain more in that group. In the
three fourth grades the classes are combined and grouped in three
reading groups. A pupil stays in his group until his work warrants
being moved into another group. As a general procedure he moves
to a higher group, but sometimes because of continued absence, he
moves to a lower group. This plan seems to give the teachers the op-
portunity to work with pupils who are on a closer range of reading
ability, and more interest is shown. Grouping isn't a way of teach-
ing. It is simply a technique of classroom management that helps
one create an environment in which he can teach better. Arithmetic,
Science, Language Arts, and Social Studies are in the curriculum.
The Rinehart Handwriting Program has made the children
aware of neatness in all written work. Mrs. Hammond, Speech
Therapist, is in our school once a week to help children who have
any difficulty in speech. Sometimes lip reading is the answer for the
hard of hearing. The music program, under the direction of Miss
Teresa Grace, has continued to be very good. Parents have had the
opportunity to attend programs and witness the progress made. Miss
Florence L. Parker, Remedial Reading Teacher, has helped many
a child to get back into his reading group. An Art Supervisor is
needed in the Elementary School, and no doubt there will be one in
the near future. Playground supervision is most important, and
children are supervised at all times. The generosity of the clubs in
the town is appreciated.
I would like to thank everyone who has helped me to carry on
my work. Without the cooperation on the part of all my teachers,





Dr. H. O. Smith Junior High School
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Mr. Ramsay^ Mr.
O'Neil, the teachers of the Junior High School, the custodians, and
you, the citizens of the town of Hudson for making the school year
1959-1960 a successful educational experience.
In the following paragraphs I will explain why I consider this
year as being very productive, educationally speaking.
The philosophy of education has not changed in our school, but,
it is certainly being enriched. With every teacher returning to Hud-
son Junior High this past September, and the addition of Miss Owen
to our staff, our program soon took its place in your community. The
basic curriculum has remained the same but we are trying to im-
prove the program of study as best we can.
Our science program has been geared to meet the challenge we,
as Americans, face in the present world. The addition of a portable
science laboratory has added a much needed facility to our science
program. New textbooks and materials in the areas of social studies,
math, and English have certainly played a significant role in improv-
ing the type of education your youngsters are receiving. The addi-
tion of a Developmental Reading program is helping many boys and
girls who were previously handicapped by reading.
This year, once again, extra-curricular activities are playing a
leading role in the program at the Junior High. Mrs. McLane and
Mr. Shea have guided a large group of students responsible for our
school newspaper. The Junior Press. Miss Ferland's Science Club is
extremely active and has plans for a Science Fair in the near future.
Miss Owen has taken over the complete physical education schedule
for the girls. Mr. Mika's varsity basketball team won sixteen straight
games, losing only the last one to Milford. This team also won a
large trophy, symbolic of the Supervisory Union ^27 Junior High
School Basketball Championship. Mr. Mika also handles boys' phys-
ical education. Mrs. Juris coached the prize speakers, directed many
school plays, and coached the girl cheerleaders. Mr. Terrill serves
as a science advisor to those boys and girls who have special interests
in this field. He also coaches varsity baseball.
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Under the direction and supervision of Mr. Shea, a school H-
brary has been estabhshed. In addition to the three hundred vol-
umes owned by the school, we have been fortunate in acquiring a
loan of one hundred and sixty science books from the National So-
ciety for the Advancement of Science.
Recently, Mrs. Scruton has been added to the staff to help me
with some of my responsibilities. Mrs. Scruton is teaching eighth-
grade math, thus allowing me time to carry out some of my admini-
strative duties.
Even though we have made many gains at Hudson Junior High,
there is much more to be done. To list everything would take too
much time. There are, however, three very important recommenda-
tions which I hope you will bear in mind:
1. Retain the excellent teachers at the Junior High. Proof of
their excellence is found in their product—your children.
2. The establishment of a special class is needed badly. We
have many children who are in need of special attention.
3. The position of school principal should be a supervisory po-
sition. With the school enrollment increasing so rapidly this
is crucial.
You can see from what I have mentioned that Hudson Junior
High has as good a program and as good, if not better, a faculty than
any junior high school in New Hampshire. Once again, I say, thank





Statement of Receipts and Disbursements
Dr. H. O. Smith Addition Building Fund
Receipts:
Proceeds of Bond Issue ( 1954-55) $262,000.00
Income on Certificates of Deposit ('55-56) 2,102.97
Appropriation for Heating System ('58-59) 2,793.26
Employers' Liab. Assur. Corp.—Default 47,425.00
$314,321.23
Expenditures — 1954-1955:
Advt. Bids, Spec. Mtg., Clerical Serv. $ 389.43
; Preliminary Survey and Testing 388.13
Exp. Incident to Processing Bond Issue 1,169.30
Architects Services 12,525.70
Louis Marion and Son
—
Excavating and Plumbing 9,000.00
23,472.56
ExExpenditures — 1955-1956:
Contractor—Louis Marion and Son $168,989.41
Architect—Perley F. Gilbert Associates 3,770.26





Contractor—Louis Marion and Son $ 50,570.39
Inspection—Leonard Smith 804.00
Desks—Mainco Trading Company 2,534.82
Chairs—Paris Mfg. Company 426.12





Inspection and Plans $ 250.00
Plumbing 2,793.26
Grading 456.00
Storm Drains and Catch Basins 320.80
Concrete Pipe 291.60





Guy B. Watkins—Paving 1,923.20
$263,433.74
Balance, June 30, 1959 50,887.49
Less payment to Louis Marion




Note: The School District is obligated to the firm of Booth, Wad-
Wadleigh, Langdell, Starr and Peters per bill dated Decem-




The Budget Committee and School Board have decided to pay the
out-of-pocket expenses ($691.29) out of the building fund balance
and raise one-half the legal fee in 1959-60 and one-half in 1960-61.
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REPORT OF THE
ALVIRNE HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING COMMITTEE
As required by the passage of Article 10 in the School District
Warrant, your building committee executed a contract on March 23,
1959 with Seppala & Aho Construction Company, Inc., for the con-
struction of an eight room addition to Alvirne High School and a
separate Vocational-Agriculture shop and classrooms.
The plans for the addition to the main building included, in
addition to the eight classrooms, remodeling the kitchen, new arts
and crafts room, and completion of new toilets on the second floor
which were roughed in when the original building was built. The
basement of the new building will be the new cafeteria, and since it
represents a clean area of approximately sixty feet square it was de-
cided to pour a cement stage on the east side of the room, making
this available for play rehearsals, band rehearsals and other school
or community use. The main auditorium is not generally available
during the day for such purposes because of the physical education
program. The area formely occupied by the old cafeteria has been
partitioned to make storage room for band instruments, an office and
the previously mentioned arts and crafts room.
Shortly after the signing of the contract the committee engaged
Leonard Smith to act as the committee representative, a part-time
clerk of the works, as was done on the H. O. Smith Addition.
The contractor, in his bid, specified completion by October 1,
1959, which proved to be very optimistic. The School Board asked
the contractor to hold up starting construction to enable the bonds
to be floated after July 1st, but he claimed that his bid was so low
that the only way he could get out of it without loss was to build
during the warm weather and as quickly as possible. This made it
necessary that the bonds be floated immediately to have the necessary
funds to meet the payments due.
The bonds were sent out for bid and eventually issued June 1,
1959. The interest rate obtained was 3.60%.
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While construction has progressed slowly, the workmanship has
been good and the contractor has been cooperative in making cor-
rections called to his attention. Most of the rooms are now painted






Mrs. Richard M. Burns
Thomas Claveau, Selectman







Paul E. LeClair, School Board
William Roberts, School Board
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL NURSE
To the Superintendent, School Board and Citizens of Hudson:
I present a brief resume of the school health program.
Since health should be our greatest accumulative wealth, I feel
sorry to say many times it is sadly neglected when it should have
first consideration by both teachers and parents alike; as a brilliant
mentality is more than double its value in a healthy body.
Number of pupils periodically inspected and physically examin-
ed, 1383. This includes public and parochial classes. Only few and
minor physical defects were found. On notice to parents of such
findings, many corrections were promptly made, such as dental
which is our most prevalent defect. Tonsil and adenoid operations
and visual corrections are well taken care of. I feel we are quite
fortunate in not having serious handicaps in such a large enrollment.
Tuberculosis tests were given to pupils in the first, fourth,
seventh, tenth and twelfth grades. All of those reacting to the test
were X-Rayed and a report of findings was sent to the parents and
family physician.
The pre-school clinic held in April was very well attended.
Children were given a physical, dental and visual examination, thus
giving the parents an opportunity to have any necessary corrections
made befox^e the child entered school.
A series of immunization clinics under the sponsorship of the
State Board of Health was held during the spring, wdth a follow-up
clinic in December, at which 1067 third and fourth polio inocula-
tions were given.
I am sincerely grateful to all nurses, doctors and ladies who so
graciously gave their time in helping in any way with our health
program. Also, to the teachers and parents who were so cooperative,
and to the civic organizations for their contributions of clothing,
milk and lunches for needy children.
Again, I repeat the need of a full-time schedule to meet the de-
mands of the health program.
Respectfully,
HELEN J. HOUSE, R.N.
School Nurse
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TEACHERS FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR 1959-60
Alvirne
Chester Steckevicz, Principal
Baggs, James English 11 and 12
Bechard, Robert Chemistry & Biology 10, 11, 12
Blanchard, Sheldon Algebra, Ad. Math., Geometry 9-12
Booska, Emery Agriculture 9-12
Button, James Shop 9-12
Fuller, Barbara Algebra, JBT, Guidance 9 and 10
Gardner, Nicholas Math, English 10
Harwood, James Problems of Democracy 11 and 12
Hart, Carter History, Physics 10, 11, 12
Hennessey, Hazel Art 9-12
Janocha, Lois Commercial 9-12
Kahn Barbara English 11-12
Mills, Bertram Science 9-12
McCullough, Gordon Physical Education 9-12
Parkinson, Edna Physical Education 9-12
Rines, H. Louise English 9
Guimont, Patrick Civics 9
Smith, Charlotte Languages 9-12




Ferland, M. Jeanne Shea, Morton
Juris, Paula Terrill, Roger











Dr. H. O. Smith Elementary





















Years Experience to Salary




Blanchard, Sheldon 1 B 3,400.00
Booska, Emery 2/2 B 4,500.00
Button, James B 3,800.00
Fuller, Barbara 23 B 4,590.00
Gardner, Nicholas 12 B 3,800.00
Hart, Carter 1 B 3,490.00
Harwood, James 1 B 3,500.00
Janocha, Lois 16 M 4,240.00
Johnson, Paul 7 M 4,800.00
Kahn, Barbara 5 B 3,600.00
Mills, Bertram 1 B 3,800.00
Parkinson, Edna 11 N 3,750.00
Quirk, Julia B 3,300.00
Shea, Barbara B 3,600.00
Smith, Charlotte 8 B 3,690.00




Ferland, M. Jeanne 2 B 3,400.00
Juris, Paula 6 B 3,690.00
Langlois, Donald 2 B 4,500.00
McLane, Margaret 15 B 3,740.00
Mika, Richard B 3,500.00




Booska, Margaret 3 B 3,590.00
Chalifoux, Mildred 11 N 3,740.00
Fabrick, Patricia B 3,500.00
Forte, Daniel 1 B 3,800.00
Goddard, Marie 26 N 4,200.00
Rawding, Gladys 21 N 3,840.00
Walsh, Edith 4 B 3,600.00
Webb, William B 3,500.00
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Dr. H. O. Smith Addition
Cookman, Lucia 19 N 3740.00
Gallant, Mildred 16 N 4,040.00
Garside, Madeline 8 N 3,600.00
Gilman, Marguerite 31 N 3,740.00
Hayes, Evelyn 6 N 3,490.00
Mitchell, Elizabeth 30 B 3,840.00
Norton, Janet 6/2 B 3.690.00
Parker, Florence 42 N 4,040.00
Parker, Helen M. 17 N 4,290.00
Riley, Harriet 2 B 3,490.00
Stone, Barbara 6 B 3,740.00
Thompson, Marjory B 3,500.00
Widener, Cynthia B 3,400.00
Wilson, Mary 15 N 3,740.00
Wormwood, Agnes 28 B 3,690.00









for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1959
made by
THE DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
CONCORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE
July 23. 29 & 30. 1959
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Submitted herewith is the report of the annual examination and
audit of the accounts of the Hudson School District for the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1959, which was made by this Division in ac-
cordance with the vote of the District. Exhibits as hereafter listed
are included as part of the report.
SCOPE OF AUDIT
Included in the examination and audit were the accounts and
records of the School Board and the School District Treasurer.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Comparative Balance Sheets - June 30, 1958 - June 30,
1959: (Exhibit A)
Comparative Balance Sheets as of June 30, 1958 and June 30,
1959, are presented in Exhibit A. As indicated therein, the Net Debt
increased by $199,037.24 during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1959.
Analysis of Change in Financial Condition: (Exhibit B)
An analysis of the change in financial condition of the School
District during the fiscal year is made in Exhibit B, with the factors
which caused the change indicated therein.
Comparative Statements of Appropriations and Expendi-
tures - Estimated and Actual Revenues: (Exhibits C & D)
Comparative statements of appropriations and expenditures,
estimated and actual revenues for the fiscal year ended June 30,
1959, are presented in Exhibits C and D. As indicated by the budget
summary (Exhibit D), a net unexpended balance of appropriations
of $5,375.19, less a revenue deficit of $4,295.98, resulted in a net
budget surplus of $1,079.21.
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Summary of Receipts and Expenditures: (Exhibit E)
A summary statement of receipts and expenditures for the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1959, made up in accordance with the uniform
classification of accounts, is included in Exhibit E. Proof of the
Treasurer's balance (General Fund Account) , as of June 30, 1959, is
indicated in Exhibit F.
Building Funds Accounts: (Exhibits J & K)
Statements showing the activity in the Alvirne High School Ad-
dition Account and the Smith School Building Fund Account are
presented in Exhibits J and K, respectively.
High School Activities Accounts: (Exhibit L)
The High School Activities Accounts were examined and a
summarized statement of these accounts is included in Exhibit L.
Statement of Bonded Indebtedness: (Exhibit O)
A statement of the outstanding bonded indebtedness of the
School District as of June 30, 1959, showing annual debt service re-
quirements, is contained in Exhibit O.
GENERAL COMMENTS
Current Surplus:
The current surplus (excess of total assets over current liabili-
ties) decreased only slightly from $7,945.55 to $7,908.31, during the
fiscal year, as shown by the following statement:
June 30, 1958 June 30, 1959
Total Assets $15,141.17 $249,470.38
Current Liabilities 7,195.62 241,562.07
Current Surplus $ 7,945.55 $ 7,908.31
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Conclusion:
The provisions of Chapter 184 of the Laws of 1955, require that
the summary of findings and recommendations (letter of transmit-
tal) of this report shall be published in the next annual report of the
School District.
We extend our thanks to the officials of the Hudson School
District for their assistance during the course of the audit.
Yours very truly,
HAROLD G. FOWLER, Director
Division of Municipal Accounting
State Tax Commission
Edgar O. Pesquera, Auditor
Dumont W. Bailey, Accountant
August 20, 1959
CERTIFICATE OF AUDIT
This is to certify that we have examined and audited the ac-
counts and records of the Hudson School District for the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1959. In our opinion, the Exhibits presented here-
with reflect the true financial condition of the School District on
June 30, 1959, and the results of operations for the fiscal year ended
on that date.
Respectfully submitted,
HAROLD G. FOWLER, Director
Division of Municipal Accounting
State Tax Commission
Edgar O. Pesquera, Auditor





As of June 30. 1958 and June 30, 1959
ASSETS June 30, 1958 June 30, 1959
Cash on Hand:
General Fund Account $ 5,835.33 $ 12.38
Special Funds: (Contra)
Smith School
Building Fund $ 2,592.43 $ 50,887.49
Alvirne High School
- Building Fund 182,039.64
Alvirne Farm 1.139.93 1.348.16
Alvirne Truftces 3,211.36 5.141.04
School Lunch Program 60.71 175.47
7,004.43 239.591.80
Accouiits Due School District:
Tuition:
Wir.dhr.m School Dist, $ 2,110.22 ^
Litchfield School Dist. 5,098.92
Londonderry School Dist. 3.530.40
Berry School District 310.00
2,110.22 8,939.32
School Lunch Reimbursement 191.22 926.88
Total Assets $ 15,141.17 $249,470.38
Net Debt 241,054.45 440,091.69
Total Assets & Net Debt $256,195.62 $689,562.07
LIABILITIES
Unexpended Balances of Appropriations
(Exhibit C) $ $ 1,043.39
School Lunch Program Reimbursement 191.19 926.88
Amounts Reserved for Special
Purposes (Contra) 7,004.43 239,591.80
Bonds Outstanding 249,000.00 448,000.00
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Corraparafive Sfa emenl of Estimated and Ac'ua! Revenues
and Budget Summary
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1959
Revenues
SOURCE Estimated Actual Excess Deficit
Cash Surplus—June 30, 1958 $ 7,945.55 $ 7,945.55 $ $
Federal Aid 5,200.00 5,936.10 736.10
State Aid 82,987.86 82,987.86
Tuition 9,975.00 3,580.22 6,394.78
Trust Funds 4,200.00 4,000.00 200.00
Other Receipts 47,525.00 47,544.22 19.22
State Area Vocational 1,543.48 1,543.48
$157,833.41 $153,537.43 $2,298.80 $6,594.78
BUDGET SUMMARY
Unexpended Bals. of Appropriations $ 9,784.64





Net Revenue Deficit 4,295 98




S+atsment of Alvirne High School Addifjon Account
and Proof of Balance
Fiscal Year Ended June 30. 1959
Receipts During Year:
Proceeds of Bond Issue $216,000.00
Premium on Bond Issue 494.64
Interest 324.00
Expenditures During Year:
Irving W. Hersey Associates
—
Architects $ 3,900.00
Seppala & Alio Construction
Company Contractors 13,734.00




Balance — June 30, 1959 $182,039.64
PROOF OF BALANCE
Balance in The Merchants National Bank of
Boston — As Per Statement June 17, 1959 $216,818.64
Less: Outstanding Checks 34,779.00
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Statement of Smifh School Butlding Fund Account
and Proof of Balance
Fisca! Year Ended June 30, 1959
Balance — June 30, 1958 $ 2,592.43
Receipts During Year:
School District of Hudson $ 2,793.26
Employers' Liability Assurance Corp. 47,425.00
Default by Contract 50,218.26
$52,810.69
Expenditures During Year:
Guy B. Watkins Estate—Paving at
Smith Elementary School ^ 1.923.20
Balance — June 33, 1959 $50,887.49
PROOF OF BALANCE
Balance in The Nashua Tru^t Company — As
Per Statement June 29, 1959 $50,887.49
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RECORD OF
ANNUAL SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
Holden at Dr. H. O. Smith School, March 14, 1949:
Meeting was called by Moderator at 1 :00 P. M. and Art. I- IV
of warrant read. Upon motion of Mr. LeClair, seconded by Mr.
Lougee, further reading was postponed until 7 : 00 p. m.
Voting proceeded throughout afternoon. Meeting was called
again at 7:00 p. m. Invocation by Rev. Donald Morrison and salute
to flag led by Laurent Brault.
ART. 5 Motion by Harrison Smith to take up article with
Article 8. Voted.
Reading of warrant dispensed with.
ART. 6. Motion by Ned Spaulding reports be adopted and
placed on file. Accepted. Amendment by Bednar with exception of
page 115. Dr. Quiglcy moved amendment be tabled. Amend. Lost.
ART. 7. Mr. Lougee moved "that a committee be named to
determine the need for a physical education program at Alvirne
High School and that it report its recommendation to the budget
committee by February 1, 1960 and to the Annual School District
Meeting of 1960—Committee to be composed of, one School Board
Member, Paul LeClair; one Budget Committee Member, Ralph
McKay; one Board of Selectmen, Robert Lynch; one P.T.A., Don-
ald Shepherd; one Hudson Tax Payers Assoc, Leo D.mont; one
American Legion, Kenneth Clark; one Lions Club, Clayton Smith;
two un-associated, Norman Whitaker, Victor Misek"—seconded by
Spaulding. Burnham moved motion be tabled. Carried. Vote 110 to
12.
Dr Quigley moved building committee on page 115 be con-
tinued until completion of building, seconded by Brault. Carried.
ART. 8. Article read—Motion by McRae "to adbpt the bud-
get as submitted by the Budget Committee as printed on pages 82
and 83 for $387,513.33 subject to the articles in warrant."
Bednar amendment to $392,188.00 which will increase teacher's
salaries from $208,000.00 to $212,695.00. Brault moved amendment
be tabled. Vote yes 145, no 29.
Question on "adopt Article 8" declared "in affirmative."
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ART. 9 Clayton Smith moved article be accepted, 2nd by
Boucher—discussion, amendment by Smith "that the Hudson Lions
Club Inc. be required to file with the Hudson School Board a public
liability insurance policy in the amount of $300,000.00 issued by an
insurance company acceptable to said Board naming the Hudson
Lions Club Inc. as the party assured and that the Hudson Lions
Club Inc., hold the District harmless from any and all liability
claims arising in connection with the use of the premises by Hudson
Lions Club Inc." Discussion. Recessed for conference, etc. Finallv
Smith amendment passed "in affirmative" and main question put
—
discussion, and vote 235. Carried.
ART. 10. Article read—Mr. Lawrence moved Art. 10 be adopt-
ed and spoke in explanation. Mr. Brault moved a ballot vote be tak-
en. Discussed at length as per tape recording. Polls declared closed
at 9 : 00 p. m.
Clayton Smith proposed amendment "moved to amend art.
10 by striking out the words $216,000.00 and substituting in place
thereof the words One hundred eighty-two thousand eight hundred
fifty dollars and by striking out the words in printed article which
read "at a cost not to exceed one hundred eighty-two thousand
eight hundred fifty and for the additional purpose of constructing
and equipping a Vocational Agricultural Shop not to exceed
$33,150.00." So that as amended said article shall read "To see if
the School District will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to
exceed One Hundred eighty-two thousand eight hundred fifty dol-
lars for the purpose of altering and enlarging and equipping Alvirne
High School and to raise said sum. Much more discussion. Brault
offered amendment, ("mainly to find attitude of assembly.") "mov-
ed that we take two votes on article 10, the first being on the sum of
$182,500. for the purpose of addition and alteration to the Alvirne
High School. The second vote on sum of $33,150.00 for the purpose
of building and equipping a Vocational Agriculture Shop at Alvirne
High School" Discussion lengthy—mioderator ruling motion out of
order-^sustained, etc.
Main question at this time—Voted. Smith amendment read.
Voted, tabled on motion of Nutting.
Ned Spaulding moved previous cjuestion, article 10. Carried.
Recjuested definite explanation of vote. Yes was to carry, no defeat
—given. Vote taken—yes 232, no 50. Carried. Nutting moved arti-
cle 12 be taken up during counting.
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ART. 12. Article read and Dr. Quiglcy moved and amended
article 12 by striking out the entire article and substituting in place
thereof the following: "To see if the School District will vote to re-
quire the School Board to appoint a five man committee to consist
of a member of the P'ire Dept. or the Fire Chief, and four citizens ol
the community, to investigate the necessity and feasibility of install-
ing safety precautions in all of the schools in Hudson. This Comm.
shall report its findings to the School Board in writing within four
months and if found expedient the School Board shall call a special
school district meeting to act upon the recommendations of the
committee." Carried.
Smith "resolution" amended by Dr. Quigley as a "recommenda-
tion" passed. "Wood film cannot be used as acoustical materials.
All walls and partitions must be made of non-combustible material
with a minimum fire resistance of one hour. Wooden doors must
be of solid 1%" material. Decorative wooden panels cannot be used
in classrooms and offices. First floors of school buildings must be of
material that has a minimum of two hours fire resistance.
ART. 11. Bernard moved suspension of reading. Article Car-
ried.
ART. 13. Lougee moved to accept. Explaining. Carried.
Bednar resolution "that the minutes of the Dr. H. O. Smith
Building Committee from December 9, 1953 through March 5, 1959
be made a part of the School District Clerk's records. Tabled on mo-
tion of Mr. Spaulding.
ART. 14. Brault resolution carried as follows: 'T move that
the School Board and Supt. of Schools be ordered by vote of this
meeting to purchase for the school district of Hudson books, sup-
plies, and instructional aids, or other items used in the Hudson
School District only those items that are made and mfg. in the
United States of Am.erica."—Carried.
Alotion to adjourn, "officially at 11:15"
—
Announcement of ballot:
Whole number of votes cast 838
Moderator—John Michael Bednar— 193
Leo N. Bernard—633, Elected.
Member of School Board—i\dolph M. Chaplick—88
Roland (Alley) Latour—81
John P. Lawrence—661, Elected.
Treasurer—Jessie S. Gilbert—733
Clerk—Jessie S. Gilbert—728
JESSIE S. GILBERT, Clerk.
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THE HUDSON SCHOOLS
FiRE SAFETY COMMITTEE REPORT
The Hudson Schools Fire Safety Committee was formed for the
purpose of making a study of the practicability and cost of installing
fire alarm and safety devices within the school buildings of the town
of Hudson. The committee has systematically inspected all of the
buildings, making note of critical sites where fire alarm devices were
felt to be necessary and making note of other items pertinent to fire
safety which were felt to be in the best interest of the students using
these buildings.
Our recommendations are presented in detail on a school by
school basis. This was felt to be necessary because conditions and
requirements vary considerably from building to building. These
recommendations suggest the utilization of several devices which are
new to the buildings, namely fire alarm heads, fire alarm horns, and
water filled compressed air charged fire extinguishers.
The committee recommends the use of fire alarm horns to re-
place the fire bells as the standard alarm. An on the spot check in-
dicated there was little noticeable audible difference between the
school bells and the fire alarm bells. The horns offer two distinct
advantages.
1. I'he sound they create cannot be confused with other signals.
2. Their sonic output is considerably higher than that of bells.
The sound penetrates a building more thoroughly. It has a better
chance of being heard in areas where ambient noise is likely to be
high, for example in a gymnasium where games are underway.
It is recommended by the committee that the outdated soda-
acid fire extinguishers be gradually replaced by the newer stainless
steel types which utilize tap water propelled by compressed air. These
extinguishers offer the following advantages.
1. They do not deteriorate with age.
2. They do not have to be recharged periodically.
3. They are simpler and cheaper to recharge after use.
4. They create less damage, since the use of acids and other
chemicals is eliminated.
5. They are less dangerous to use on or near people, especially
when the discharge is liable to splash or splatter into the eyes, as in
the case of clothing fires.
The fire alarm heads recommended for use are thermal devices
which operate by breaking an electrical circuit when a critical tem-
perature is exceeded for a short time. These devices have fea-
tures which make them very desirable.
1. They have fail safe characteristics. The alarm would be
tripped should the wiring be severed for any reason.
2. All of the alarm devices in the same building can be series
connected. This means that only a single wire pair is needed per
building in the land lines which connect the alarm system to the fire
station.
3. The devices require no maintenance.
4. They are easy to install.
5. The cost per unit is low.
6. They are usually installed in inaccessable locations, there-
fore they are less liable to be tampered with than manual alarm
systems.
7. Current for the system is supplied at the fire station, thus a
power failure at any or all school buildings has no effect on this
system. Since emergency power sources are available at the fire sta-
tion a power failure could not upset this system in any case.
8. Their operation does not depend upon the actual presence
of flames. The hot gases or superheated air from a conflagration in
a nearby area can trip the alarm, so long as the temperature criterion
is exceeded.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE WEBSTER SCHOOL
This school was felt to have the greatest fire hazard of all the
buildings visited because of its wooden frame construction, thus the
number of fire alarm heads required is the largest.
1. Two of the second floor rooms recjuire fire exits. This means
cutting two doors through the exterior walls and installing the re-
quired fire escape. This measure is considered imperative by the
committee. It should be given priority over the rest of the program.
2. Sixteen fire alarm heads on the second floor.
3. Install fuse doors at the heads of the stairs on the second
floor. These would prevent superheated air from immediately pene-
trating the second floor corridors in the event of fire.
4. Thirteen fire alarm heads on the first floor.
5. Three pull boxes, one on each floor.
6. Eleven fire alarm heads in the basement.
7. Fire alarm horns.
Estimated cost minus fire escape $1,300.00
Fire escape $ 900.00
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ALVIRNE HIGH SCHOOL
AND ADDITION
1. One fire alarm head backstage in the auditorium.
2. One fire alarm head in boiler room.
3. Two fire alarm heads in carpentry shop.
4. Two fire alarm heads in automobile shop.
5. Make one fi.re blanket available in the automobile shop.
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6. Install three conductor power cables in all shop machines,
one of these being used to ground the metal frames of the machines.
Power cables subject to abrasion should have proper mechanical pro-
tection.
7. Make shop wiring compatible with item six.
8. Check shop wiring to make sure that wire sizes are com-
patible with the ampere ratings of the a.c. machines. Replace if
necessary. Clean up haywire.
9. One fire alarm head in room three.
10. Swinging fuse doors or "smoke screens" installed in first
and second story main corridors. These doors should be preferably
automatic, being of either a fuse type or linked to operate with the









DR. H. O. SMITH SCHOOL
1. One fire alarm head in the cafeteria.
2. One fire alarm head in the boiler room.
3. One fire alarm head in the transformer room.
4. One fire alarm head on back wall over stage.
5. Two alarm horns, one upstairs, one downstairs.
6. Four pull stations, one master box.
Estimated cost $1,000.00




The committee wishes to thank Paul LeClair and John Law-
rence of the School Board for their assistance in guiding the inspec-
tion of the school buildings. We express our thanks to Fire Chief
Oscar Campbell for his expert technical advice upon which many
of our conclusions are based.
Fire escape $ 900.00
Fire doors etc. 400.00
Fire alarm heads, horns, pull boxes,
wire, and wiring 3,500.00
$4,800.00
The Hudson Schools Fire Safety Committee




CHIEF OSCAR CAMPBELL. Committeeman
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